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Mongolian overtone singing (höömii) and Mongolian wrestling songs (tsols) are 
vocal styles that evoke physical and mental strength in the vocalist through the accessing 
of nature.  The phrase “höömii-tsol-thinking computer” conveys my end-goal while 
composing, performing, and researching for my original composition strong.mng.  I 
wanted to create a work in which the computer would be informed by the performance 
methods and philosophies employed during Mongolian höömii and tsols.   
Strong.mng is a 25-minute production for dancer, live digital illustrator, and 
overtone singer with a laptop computer serving as both a fixed and interactive responsive 
musical instrument.  The music draws upon themes from höömii and tsols through the 
lens of virtual fieldwork, which was the research method I used to inform strong.mng.  
Through the composing and performing of strong.mng, I arrived at the following three-
part hypothesis: firstly, the development of a robust symbiotic relationship between 
höömii, tsols, and today’s electronic music technology may transform the technological 
devices used into agents of deep ecology and bodily interconnectedness.  Secondly, this 
transformation may metamorphose the performer into a more courageous being who is 
strengthened both physically and mentally by the Mongolian belief that, when performing 
höömii and tsols, the musician is drawn into kinship with nature.  Lastly, I believe some 
computer music is restrained in its potential by techno-somatic discreteness as well as 
anthropocentrism, and that applying philosophies from höömii and tsols can help move 
computer music more towards a physically embodying means of sonification; one that is 
also akin with the natural world.  
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DEDICATION 
 This dissertation is dedicated to Ami, mom, dad, Matt, Jeanette, and most of all, 
my brother Ryan Michael Kennedy, who passed away during the time of its writing.  I 
have tried to write this dedication multiple times but have erased every draft because they 
too greatly detailed his challenges with his ailments.  Throughout our dear and close 
friendship, Ryan and I had numerous conversations about his health.  He often implied to 
me that he did not want to be known for his illnesses.  From my conversations with him, I 
gather that Ryan wanted to be defined by his character and actions.  That stated, I am 
certain Ryan wanted to help raise awareness for the illnesses that impacted him because 
they affected millions of others, as well as him.  In trying to uphold what I believe his 
wishes may have been, I will not detail any of his personal struggles in this dedication.  
Rather, I will share one defining anecdote, briefly advocate for the sicknesses he 
experienced, and share one of his most deeply held beliefs.   
 Ryan had a passion and a natural aptitude for understanding computer technology.  
One day he came upon an entire room of broken-down machines, while working as a 
Computer Technology Specialist for a school district in Massachusetts.  He then told his 
boss he could easily double the amount of working computers for the particular school 
that housed them.  Intrigued, his boss granted Ryan permission to do whatever he wanted 
with the equipment he found.  Ryan ran diagnostics on every single machine and 
presented his boss with a tiny budget for the parts each one needed.  After being granted a 
small check to order parts, Ryan worked extra long hours and fixed approximately thirty 
computers, which had previously been collecting dust.  This significantly augmented the 
resources made available to both students and faculty at that particular school.  I would 
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have never known about Ryan doing this, if I did not visit his office and inquire as to why 
there were so many gutted computers strewn about—and what a beautifully glorious 
mess of circuit-boards and tech equipment it was, but I digress.  My point is, this story 
perfectly characterizes my brother: intelligent, analytical, ratiocinative, big-hearted, 
charitable, and modest. 
 If you spoke with Ryan, he probably would have been too modest to mention the 
illnesses he was battling.  However, I know he wanted increased research, charity, and 
awareness brought to the afflictions he faced not just for himself, but also for others 
impacted by similar medical circumstances.  For this reason, I would like to mention the 
importance of research for primary pulmonary hypertension, chronic lung rejection, lung 
cancer, diabetes, and pneumonia.  I especially want to emphasize how vital it is avoid 
making monetization and profit the top priority whenever groundbreaking research, for 
these and other sicknesses, helps humanity to devise treatments.  One of the charitable 
organizations that Ryan had an affinity for was Patient Airline Services (PALS), which 
arranges free air transportation for those in medical need.  Ryan loved flight.  Images and 
models of both spacecrafts and planes commonly surrounded his desk. 
 Above my brother’s desk, he hung a very large print of an Abraham Lincoln 
quote given to him by my parents that read, “And in the end, it’s not the years in your life 
that count.  It’s the life in your years.”  Ryan lived by this.  That same quote now hangs 
in my apartment.  I walk by it every day. 
Thank you, Ryan, for giving me something so meaningful to live by.  I never 
missed a single semester, just like I promised you.  I’ll be a doctor by the time this 
document is published, just like you knew I would be.  I love you and I miss you.  
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1.1.  Literature Review: strong.mng and its Relationship with the Canons of 
  Computer Music, Mongolian Höömii, and Mongolian Tsols 
 
Höömii is the term for Mongolian overtone singing and a höömiich is a person 
who sings höömii.1  Tsols are vocal praise-recitations that honor a wrestler and are sung 
before Mongolian wrestling matches.2  The phrase “höömii-tsol-thinking computer” is 
not meant to imply that any computer can fully embody the entities of höömii or tsol; 
rather, it conveys my end-goal while composing, performing, and researching for my 
original composition strong.mng.  I wanted to create a work in which the computer would 
be informed by the performance methods and philosophies employed during Mongolian 
höömii and tsols. 
Strong.mng, is a 25-minute production for dancer, live digital illustrator, and 
overtone singer with a laptop computer serving as both a fixed and interactive responsive 
musical instrument.  In addition to composing the work, I overtone sang for the 
production while also manipulating the laptop’s sound in real time.  The music draws 
upon themes from höömii and tsols.  The composing of strong.mng was anchored in the 
application of these selected ancient Mongolian vocal techniques to my own 
contemporary computer music composition and practice.  Through the composing and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1  Theodore Craig Levin and Valentina Süzükei, Where Rivers and Mountains Sing:  
 Sound, Music, and Nomadism in Tuva and Beyond, (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana  
 University Press, 2006), 39. 
 
2  Carole Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative: Performing Diverse  
 Identities, (Seattle, Washington: University of Washington Press, 2001), 217. 
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performing of strong.mng, I arrived at the following three-part hypothesis: firstly, the 
development of a robust symbiotic relationship between höömii, tsols, and today’s 
electronic music technology may transform the technological devices used into agents of 
deep ecology and bodily interconnectedness.  Secondly, this transformation may 
metamorphose the performer into a more courageous being who is strengthened both 
physically and mentally by the Mongolian belief that, when performing höömii and tsols, 
the musician is drawn into kinship with nature.  Lastly, I believe some computer music is 
restrained in its potential by techno-somatic discreteness as well as anthropocentrism, and 
that applying philosophies from höömii and tsols can help to move computer music more 
towards a physically embodying means of sonification; one that is also akin with the 
natural world.   
I understand there is a sizable canon of music that includes compositions with 
aims similar to my own and a large body of ethnomusicological research that strongly 
echoes portions of my thesis.  I seek to add to that canon and body of research because I 
believe certain aspects of my thesis and the particular way I approached writing 
strong.mng can further these literatures, offering another vantage point and set of 
methods for approaching computer music.  Consequently, this dissertation investigates 
the placement of my own work within the oeuvre of compositions and writings that 
pertain to it, and examines how techniques specifically employed in strong.mng can 
augment this canon.  That stated, it is important to contextualize the body of musical 
literature to which I refer, starting with that which is more broadly related to my music 
and working to that which is relevant by its similarity.  
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Several iconic composers have written acoustic music that comments on 
humanity’s relationship with nature, including Meredith Monk’s On Behalf of Nature, 
Toru Takemitsu’s Toward the Sea and Rain Tree, John Cage’s Child of Tree, Messiaen’s 
study and inclusion of bird songs in his pieces, Charles Ives’ Nature’s Way, Robert 
Schumann’s Liederkreis, and countless others.  Moreover, many living composers 
incorporate music technology, both interactive and fixed, into works reflecting people’s 
relationship with nature.  Some examples include, John Luther Adams’ The Wind 
Garden, Leah Barclay’s Ground Interference, Björk’s Biophilia, Alvin Curran’s 
Procession-Maritime Rites Bonn, Lawrence English and Keith Armstrong’s Black 
Nectar, Ricardo dal Farra’s Between My Sky and Your Water, Bernie Krause’s The Great 
Animal Orchestra, Cheryl Leonard’s Antarctica: Music from Ice, Annea Lockwood’s A 
Sound Map of the Housatonic River, Pauline Oliveros’ Oracle Bones, Felipe Otondo’s 
Night Study 1, Garth Paine’s Forrest, Douglas Quin’s Polar Suite, Paul Rudy’s Kuxan 
Suum, Hildegard Westerkamp’s At the Edge of Wilderness (or any of her soundwalks), 
and Pamela Z’s Birdvoice.  These works each illustrate humanity’s existence is within 
nature, as opposed to humanity’s being above it.  These pieces point to the essentiality of 
considering nature as vital to people’s lives.  This potent ecological point is incorporated 
into strong.mng, but it is not quite what drives it.  Strong.mng specifically shows that 
acknowledging humanity’s interconnectedness with nature is a means of augmenting 
one’s physical and mental strength.  This is accomplished through the integration of 
philosophies from höömii and tsols.  Moreover, many of the above-listed works are also 
corporeally interactive.  This is an important aspect concerning the third part of my 
hypothesis.   
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Western computer music works, none of those mentioned above, often display a 
degree of anthropocentrism and techno-somatic discreteness, which I define and detail in 
chapter 3.0.   However, plenty of works in the electronic music literature are deeply 
somatic and not restrained by techno-somatic discreteness, such as David Rokeby’s Very 
Nervous System, the collaborative piece Les Gestes (which involved newly developed 
prosthetic instruments under the guidance of Marcelo Wanderley), and works from the 
laptop orchestra genre like Ge Wang’s Twilight and Jascha Narveson’s In Line.  These 
pieces engage the body in the music-making processes, something that is also critical to 
the practices of höömii and tsols.  
For centuries, zasuuls, who sing the tsol (praise-recitation) heard at Mongolian 
wrestling matches,3 and höömichs, have sung in a way that directly engages nature and 
the body.  Their musical practice and the writings of ethnomusicologists specializing in 
Mongolian music of this kind are especially important to the music I make.  Mongolian 
performers and ensembles vital to my work include AnDa Union,4 Khusugstun,5 Zulsar 
Serkhin,6 Ganpurev Dagvan,7 Hosoo and Transmongolia,8 Tsogtgerel,9 Egschiglen,10 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3  UB Post, “The Origin of the Three Manly Games,” http://ubpost.mongolnews.mn/ 
 ?p=4758 (accessed May 18, 2016). 
 
4  AnDa Union, “About Us,” http://andaunion.com/about.php  
 (accessed September 15, 2016). 
 
5  Khusugstun, “Khusugstun,” http://www.khusugtun-group.com/profiles  
 (accessed September 15, 2016). 
 
6  Mongolian Culture Blog, “Zulsar Serkhin—Rest in Peace,” Blogger, entry posted  





Altai Khairkhan,11 and the members of Dörvön Berkh (Odsuren Baatar, Tserendavaa 
Dashdorj, Sengedorj Nanjid, and Ganzorig Nergui).12  Particularly of importance to my 
research is the ethnomusicological work of J. Badraa’s film Mongolian Khöömii, Johanni 
Curtet’s research as shown in the film Maîtres de Chant Diphonique, Charlotte 
D’Evelyn’s Music Between Worlds, Tran Quang Hai’s blog, Kherlen Lkhasuren’s text 
Mongolian Huumei, Theodore Levin and Valentina Süzükei’s Where Rivers and 
Mountains Sing, Jantsannorov Natsag’s TEDTalk on Mongolian music, Michael 
Ormiston and Candida Valentino’s Mongolian music website soundtransformation.com, 
Carole Pegg’s Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, Mark van Tongeren’s 
Overtone Singing, and Ronald Walcott’s The Chöömij of Mongolia: A Spectral Analysis 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7  Ganpurev Dagvan, “The Cave Of The Yellow Dog Original Soundtrack  
 Tracklisting,” CD Japan website, http://www.neowing.co.jp/product/VICP- 
 63250/track?from_cdj=1 (accessed September 15, 2016). 
This is to audio clips from the soundtrack of the film Cave of the Yellow Dog.  This 
film is extraordinarily important in Mongolia and Ganpurev Dagvan composed the 
music for it. 
 
8  Hosoo and Transmongolia, “The Music,” http://www.hosoo.de/index_en.php? 
 page=transmongolia_music (accessed September 15, 2016). 
 
9  Johanni Curtet, “Tserendavaa and Tsogtgerel: Overtone Singing from the Mongolian  
 Altai,” Routes Nomades, http://www.routesnomades.fr/en/artists/tserendavaa- 
 tsogtgerel-en (accessed September 15, 2016). 
 
10  “Egschiglen,” Alba Kultur, http://www.albakultur.de/zeigeegschiglen.html (accessed  
 September 15, 2016). 
 
11  Altai Khairkhan, “Whistle in the Wind,” iTunes, https://itunes.apple.com/ai/artist/ 
 altai-khairkhan/id394262861 (accessed September 15, 2016). 
 
12  Johanni Curtet, “Dörvon Berkh: Four Masters of Overtone Singing,”  Routes  
 Nomades, http://www.routesnomades.fr/en/artists/dorvon-berkh-en (accessed  
 Sepbemter 15, 2016). 
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of Overtone Singing.  Aside from Tran Quang Hai, these specific artists and scholars of 
Mongolian music do not extensively integrate interactive media into their outcomes. 
Fixed media pieces involving overtone singing is a subgenre growing both within 
“popular” music and in the academic realm.  A handful of Mongolian musical artists use 
höömii in electronically driven hip hop and/or techno.  For example, Ethnic Zorigoo’s 
Заяан Наваа.13  In this song, the höömii is sampled and used in the creation of the 
backing track.  On top of that backing track, a vocalist sings live, unaltered höömii.  
Outside of Mongolia, collaborations between electronic music composers and overtone 
singers are becoming common, such as those occurring between Tanya Tagaq, who is an 
Inuit throat singer, and DJ Michael Red14 or between Tuvan group Huun-Huur-Tu and 
Carmen Rizzo, who is an electronic composer and DJ.15  Artists within academia have 
created works where the shaping of the overtone singing is deeply integrated into the 
fixed media.  Ken Ueno and his original piece Zansetsu are an example of this, although 
Ueno’s overtone singing is not specifically anchored in Mongolian höömii.16  This genre 
of performance gives way to overtone singing with live interactive media. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13  Этник Зоригоо, “Заяан Наваа,” YouTube Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
 v=c0WfucKveK4 (accessed May 19, 2016). 
 
14  Geoff Berner, “Geoff Berner’s Introduction Speech for Tanya Tagaq,” Six Shooter  
 Records, http://sixshooterrecords.com/geoff-bernersintroduction-speech-tanya-tagaq/ 
 (accessed May 19, 2016) 
 
15  Chris Nickson, “All Music Review of Eternal Album,” AllMusic,  
 http://www.allmusic.com/album/eternal-mw0001763714 (accessed May 19,  
 2016). 
 
16  Ken Ueno, “Zansetsu,” Composer’s Personal website, http://www.kenueno.com/ 
 performancenotes.html#Zansetsu (accessed May 15, 2016). 
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The repertoire of music involving Mongolian overtone singing with live 
electronics is the subgenre to which strong.mng belongs.  There are a limited number of 
works within this subgenre.  One example is the fourth case study of Roger Mills’ 
dissertation on telematic intercultural improvisations.  In this case study, four musicians 
improvised with one another via the internet.  The performance included Michael Hanlon 
on guitar, Hervé Perez on saxophone and electronics, Martin Slawig on percussion and 
electronics, and Bukhchuluun Ganburged on morin khuur (a Mongolian horsehead fiddle) 
with Ganburged also overtone singing in a traditional Mongolian style.17  Another 
instance of Mongolian overtone singing with live electronics is the 2007 collaborative 
improvisation between overtone singer Tran Quang Hai (who is an ethnomusicologist 
deeply familiar with Mongolian overtone singing), pipa player Pei Ju Tsai, and electronic 
music composer Johannes Kretz.18  These outstanding improvisational performances did 
not incorporate the rudiments of Mongolian overtone singing into the computer music 
portion of the work, differentiating them from strong.mng.  Strong.mng is different from 
Mills’ case study and this 2007 improvisational performance because the role of the 
computer, in strong.mng, is specifically designed to emulate performances techniques 
and reflect the philosophies employed during both tsols and höömii. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17  Roger Mills, “Tele-Improvisation: A Multimodal Analysis of Intercultural  
 Improvisation in Networked Music Performance,” (PhD diss., University of  
 Technology, Sydney, 2014), 175-177. 
 
18  Tran Quang Hai, Johannes Kretz, and Pei Ju Tsai, “Overtone Singing, Chinese Lute  
 ‘Pipa’, and Computer Music,” YouTube Video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
 Za8ToUsod10 (accessed April 30, 2016). 
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Despite all of the precedents mentioned, there is not much, if any, live computer 
music where the foundation of the work integrates fundamental principles of Mongolian 
höömii and tsols, and where the sound of the vocalizations directly drive the sonic 
outcome of the work.  This method of implementation is prioritized in how I approached 
composing strong.mng and will be covered in chapter 4 of this dissertation.  My 
approaches in strong.mng seek to both honor Mongolian culture, rather than appropriate 
it, and help others who use electronic music technology in their compositions and 
performances to see the advantages certain Mongolian perspectives offer. 
 
1.2.  Brief Deconstruction of Selected Mongolian Vocal Terms 
 I wrote this document from the perspective of a devout, passionate, and dedicated 
autodidact with knowledge ascertained through reading Mongolian scholarship and 
observing online tutorials as well as other sources from a great geographical distance.  I 
have not yet had the opportunity to study these singing practices with an expert performer 
in Mongolia or Inner Mongolia, although this opportunity is one I am determined to bring 
to fruition.  My main private teacher in Mongolian forms of singing has been what 
ethnomusicologist Nasir Syed would describe as the “internet guru”, which he defines as 
the collective educational resources available online.19  As a consequence of both my 
distance and being a “cultural guest”, I will deconstruct höömii, höömii isgeree, shakhaa, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19  Timothy J. Cooley, Katherine Meizel, and Nasir Syed, “Virtual Fieldwork: Three  
 Case Studies,” in Shadows in the Field: New Perspective for Fieldwork in  
 Ethnomusicology, edited by Gregory Barz and Timothy J. Cooley (New York, New  
 York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 103. 
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kharhiraa, and tsol by consulting the work of scholars in the field of Mongolian language 
and ethnomusicology.   
The cultural meaning of höömii is too massive to deconstruct briefly, the variation 
of vocal styles practiced in Mongolia is far too plentiful to review quickly, and 
physiological phenomena of the voice as it sings höömii and tsols is too dense of a topic 
to unpack fully.  Therefore, my deconstruction centers on my chosen English spelling of 
the selected Mongolian terms and the simple physical mechanics of vocalizing these 
styles.  The purpose of this brief deconstruction is to enable an examination of the more 
transcendent qualities possessed by these techniques in relation to contemporary 
computer music.   
Furthermore, I do not believe the matter of spelling decisions to be semantic nor 
overly-cautious for two reasons.  Firstly, it is important to try to approximate proper 
Mongolian pronunciation through one’s spelling choices because of the deep connection 
between Mongolian pronunciation and höömii practice.  Renowned höömiich Nars, of the 
Inner Mongolian performance ensemble AnDa Union, stated that understanding and 
practicing the pronunciation of the Mongolian language helps facilitate the learning of 
höömii.20  This statement was echoed in Jean-Francois Castell’s film Maitres de chant 
diphonique, which documented Tserendavaa teaching a group of young students.21  
During a höömii lesson, Tserendavaa reviewed the pronunciations of the Mongolian 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20  AnDa Union, “A Mongolian Musical Journey,” (public lecture, demonstration, and  
 workshop given at ¡Globalquerque! Music Festival, Albuquerque, NM, September  
 24, 2016). 
 
21  Maîtres de chant diphonique, Mongol khöömiich, DVD, directed by Jean-François  
 Castell (Paris: La Curieuse/Les Films du Rocher, 2012). 	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vowels with his pupils.22  He created a höömii exercise based on the shapes formed by the 
mouth when pronouncing Mongolian vowels.23 
The second reason I do not believe the matter of spelling decisions to be semantic 
nor overly-cautious is because those unfamiliar with höömii can easily become confused 
by all of the spellings encountered in the canon.  The English spelling of tsol is much less 
confusing, but höömii and kharhiraa, the latter of which is a sub-categorization of 
höömii, have been spelled multitudinous ways in the compendium of Mongolian 
ethnomusicology.  This is because standardized Mongolian language uses the Cyrillic 
alphabet or a traditional vertical script and English uses the Latin alphabet.  This means 
there are a huge number of English translations for the word höömii.  For example, 
höömii, spelled in the Mongolian Cyrillic as хөөмий,24 has been translated into English 
with the following spellings: khoomii,25 khöömii,26 khuumei,27 höömii,28 huumii,29 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22  Maîtres de chant diphonique, DVD, directed by Jean-François Castell. 
 
23  Ibid. 
 
24  Миеэгомбын Энхболд and Өлзийсайханы Энхтүвшин, “Монгол Хөөмий  
 хөтөлбөр,” MCST Mongolia, http://mcst.gov.mn/c/144 (accessed June 17, 2016).  
 This link is to a Mongolian governmental document regarding höömii. 
 
25  Charlotte Alexandra D’Evelyn, “Music Between Worlds: Mongol Music and  
 Ethnicity in Inner Mongolia, China,” (PhD diss., University of Hawai’i at Manoa,  
 2013), xiii, In ProQuest Dissertations & Theses, http://login.ezproxy1.lib.asu.edu/ 
 login?url=http://search.proquest.com/docview/1430292790?accountid=4485  
 (accessed October 20, 2014). 
 
26  Michael Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” document accessed via  
 academia.edu, http://independent.academia.edu/Michaelormiston (accessed June 4,  





höömey,30 chöömij,31 xöömij,32 xoomij,33 xöömej,34 and xoomii.35  All of these English 
spellings are for the same word.  They do not mean different things and this is confusing.  
Bringing clarity to all of these translations will help those new to studying höömii, whilst  
also allowing for a discussion on how I have engaged höömii in my own work.  
Moreover, because these terms carry such cultural significance, it is of the utmost 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27  “2009 Field Survey Report: Intangible Cultural Heritage Safeguarding Efforts in  
 Mongolia,” UNESCO-ICH, http://www.ichcap.org/kor/ek/sub1/pdf_file/east_asia/ 
 Mongolia_pdf.pdf (accessed June 4, 2016). 
 
28  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 60. 
 
29  “2009 Field Survey Report,” UNESCO-ICH. 
 
30  Tran Quang Hai, “Xoomii Definition,” Blogger, entry posted on November 10, 2011,  
http://tranquanghaisworld.blogspot.com/2011/11/xoomii-definition.html (accessed 
June 4, 2016). 
 
31  Ronald Walcott, “The Chöömij of Mongolia: A Spectral Analysis of Overtone  
 Singing,” Selected Reports in Ethnomusicology 2, no. 1 (January 1, 1974): 54- 
 60. 
 
32  Denis Guillou and Trần Quang Hải, “Original Research and Acoustical Analysis in  
Connection with the Xöömij Style of Biphonic Singing,” in Musical Voices of Asia, 
edited by Richard Emmert and Minegishi Yuki, (Tokyo: Japan Foundation, 
Heibonsha, 1980), in Soundtransformations Mongolian Khöömii Papers, translated by 
Robin Thompson www.soundtransformations.co.uk/original%20research (accessed 
June 16, 2016). 
 
33  Seiji Adachi and Masashi Yamada, “An Acoustical Study of Sound Production in  
 Biphonic Singing, Xöömij,” Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 105, no. 5  
 (May 1999): 2920-2932, MLA International Bibliography, EBSCOhost (accessed  
 June 12, 2016). 
 
34  Hai, “Xoomii Definition.”  
 
35  Ibid. 
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importance to make every effort to represent them well when translating them into 
English.     
While I will discuss all of my spelling choices, I focus much of my writing on the 
Mongolian letter “x”, which sounds somewhat close to the pronunciation of the English 
letter “h”.  However, the discrepancies between the pronunciations of those two letters 
are essential to spelling choices and I will discuss those discrepancies in-depth.  I will 
concentrate on the Mongolian letter “x” in the Mongolian spellings of хөөмий and 
хархираа.  I choose to spell those two words as höömii and kharhiraa, making a 
differentiation in the English spelling of the Mongolian letter “x” at the beginning of each 
word.  One reason I make this distinction is because a Mongolian “x” can sound like both 
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) sounds of [x] and [χ], depending on which 
vowel it is followed by.36 37  The differentiation I make by using an “h” for höömii and a 
“kh” for kharhiraa is an attempt to approximately maintain the subtle pronunciation 
difference between the two words in their native language. 
Of all the ways to spell the Mongolian word хөөмий, I choose höömii for three 
reasons.  Firstly, the Mongol letter “x” is best represented as an English “h” in the 
specific case of the word хөөмий.  This is because in the Mongolian spelling of the word 
хөөмий, “x” comes before a front vowel, the letter “ө”, and thus the “x” is pronounced as 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36  Jan-Olof Svantesson et al., The Phonology of Mongolian, (Oxford: Oxford University  
 Press, 2005), 18. 
 
37  Tserenchunt Legden, “Cyrillic Mongolian and Naming Customs,” (handout for  
 Introductory Mongolian Summer Course at Indiana University, CEUS-T 561,  
 Bloomington, IN, June 7, 2016), 1-2. 
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an unvoiced velar fricative.38  The IPA symbol for this sound is [x].39  The English “h” is 
an effective choice because when the Mongolian “x” is followed by a front vowel, it calls 
for the softer of the two pronunciations of the Mongolian consonant “x”.  Secondly, the 
Mongolian letter “ө” is often pronounced with open rounded lips, as with the umlaut.  
This is why I chose to represent the Mongolian letter “ө” with “ö” in English.  My chosen 
“-ii” ending for the word höömii, ties into both pronunciation and cultural association. 
The “-ii” ending at the end of höömii facilitates accurate pronunciation as well as 
navigates some cultural meaning.  Spelling höömii in English with an “-ey”, as höömey, 
makes it hard to know if the “-ey” should be pronounced as it is in “hey” and “grey”, or if 
the “-ey” should be pronounced as it is in “goosey”.  The Mongolian word хөөмий 
should have a brief, unaccented long “ē” at the end of the word.  Therefore, an “-ii” or “-
ei” ending is effective in communicating proper pronunciation.  However, an “-ei” ending 
could potentially create cultural confusion for the English speaker because it is more 
commonly associated with translations for Tuvan overtone singing, which is a not 
equivalent to Mongolian overtone singing.  In fact, Mark C. van Tongeren uses the 
spelling of khöömei for Tuva and khöömii for Mongolia in his book Overtone Singing: 
Physics and Metaphysics of Harmonics in East and West.40  This is why I prefer an “-ii” 
ending.  In addition, one of the foremost Mongolian ethnomusicologists, Carole Pegg, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38  Legden, “Cyrillic Mongolian and Naming Customs,” 1-2. 
 
39  “The International Phonetic Alphabet,” International Phonetic Association,  
 https://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/sites/default/files/IPA_Kiel_ 
 2015.pdf (accessed June 11, 2016). 	  
40  Mark C. van Tongeren, Overtone Singing: Physics and Metaphysics of Harmonics in  
 East and West, (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Fusica, 2002), 29. 
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chose the höömii spelling in her pivotal book Mongolian Music, Dance, and Oral 
Narrative: Performing Diverse Identities.41   
It is crucial to note that Inner Mongolia, which is located in the country of China, 
has some pronunciations that are quite different than those spoken in the country of 
Mongolia.  Also, pronunciations of Mongolian can vary by region and dialect in the same 
way as spoken English.  Many of my spelling preferences arise out of the summer 
language courses I took at Indiana University.  That program teaches a pronunciation that 
might be heard in the city of Ulaanbaatar, which is the capital of Mongolia. 
  
1.2.1. Höömii 
Defining höömii is a bit tricky since it entails so many different methods of 
overtone singing.  Moreover, there are conflicting definitions among some of those in the 
field.  Generally, höömii, not to be confused with Tuvan khöömei, is the term most often 
used to describe Mongolian overtone singing of primarily two categorizations: kharhiraa, 
deep overtone singing with a low-pitched fundamental, and isgeree höömii, a type of 
overtone singing with a high, prominent, and especially clear “whistle tone”.42  In both 
cases, one vocalist sings multiple notes, two or more, simultaneously by sustaining a 
drone on a fundamental note with the resulting harmonics and partials often being 
manipulated to form a melody.43   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 60. 
 
42  Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” 9-10. 
 
43  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 60. 	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1.2.2. Höömii Isgeree 
The word isgeree, spelled in Mongolian as исгэрээ, means “whistle”.  Isgeree 
höömii involves a whistle-like tone, produced when the singer vocalizes a fundamental 
note with his or her larynx.  While sounding this note, the singer uses the mouth cavity, 
lips, and tongue to filter the fundamental, thereby producing a clear “whistle tone”.44  
This high-pitched “whistle tone” can be manipulated through said oral mechanisms to 
create a melody.45  A technique commonly practiced while singing isgeree höömii is the 
compression or pressurization of the pharynx while simultaneously providing a 
tremendous amount of support from the abdomen to protect the pharynx.46  This practice 
is referred to by Pegg as shakhalltai47 and by overtone singing researcher Michael 
Ormiston as shakhaltai or shakhaa.48   
 
1.2.3. Shakhaa 
The term for singing with compression or pressure goes by multiple names, all 
with essentially the same meaning.  In the following section, I will explain my 
preference.  I use the term shakhaa because I was heavily influenced by a video recording 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44  Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” 9-10. 
 
45  Ibid. 
 
46  Ibid. 
 
47  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 62. 	  
48  Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” 10. 
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of a lesson with award-winning overtone singer Mendbayar Jargalsaikhan.49  I was also 
strongly influenced by an interview given by renowned overtone singer Adiyadorj 
Gombosuren.50  In both of these cases, the Mongolian word for pressure, шахаа, was 
used.  The Mongolian word шахаа spelled in English would be shakhaa.   
The word shakhalt, spelt in Mongolian as шахалт, is also a common word for 
pressure and it can be conjugated with a comitative case ending of –тай, which translates 
phonetically to –tai.  This creates the Mongolian word шахалтай, which means “with 
pressure” or “with compression” and phonetically translates to English as shakhaltai.  I 
choose to use shakhaa by personal preference, based on the singers who have impacted 
me the most from afar such as Gombosuren of Khusugstun. 
It is important to understand that isgeree höömii often involves the simultaneous 
practice of shakhaa.  It is so common for shakhaa to be used with isgeree höömii that 
Gombosuren states the two main höömii categorizations are, in fact, kharhiraa höömii 
and shakhaa höömii.51  This is a contrast to Ormiston’s categorizations, which are 
kharhiraa höömii and isgeree höömii.  Gombosuren actually replaces the term isgeree 
altogether with shakhaa.  In my work strong.mng, the first appearance of shakhaa with 
isgeree höömii is a pivotal moment, which I will detail in chapter 4.3. 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
49  “Шахаа хөөмийний хичээл орж байгаа нь,” Хөөмийн сургалтын төв,  
 http://www.schoolius.com/school/1559097430995033/International+Khoomii+ 
 School/videos/1569217716649671 (accessed June 20, 2016). 
 
50  Д. Эрдэнэтуяа, “Үзэгчид Хөсөгтөн, Монголиа гээд хашгирч байлаа,” Мэдээ,  
 http://medee.mn/main.php?eid=62110 (accessed June 14, 2016). 	  




Both Ormiston and Gombosuren classify kharhiraa as a main categorization of 
höömii.  In Mongolian, kharhiraa is spelt as хархираа.  Like höömii, its English 
translation has varied spellings.  For instance, Pegg spells it as harhiraa.52  In the 
Mongolian word хархираа the “a” is a back vowel, so the person pronouncing the word 
should say the first Mongolian “x” as a uvular fricative.  The IPA symbol for this sound 
is [χ].  I understand there may be a temptation for English speakers to sharply attack the 
“k” in kharhiraa, as in the word “keep”, but this would be improper pronunciation.  This 
is why Pegg’s spelling does not have a “k” at the beginning; an English “h” is closer than 
an English “k” to the IPA [χ].  Despite this, the spelling of harhiraa will still not yield the 
exact correct pronunciation from an English speaker, as English speakers will likely 
pronounce the first letter as a glottal fricative.  Therefore, I spell the Mongolian word 
хархираа in English as kharhiraa.  I do this to maintain the subtle differentiation 
between the two sounds for the Mongolian letter “x”.  Both pronunciations for the 
Mongolian letter “x” appear in the word хархираа because “x” appears twice in that 
word, but is followed by two different vowel types.  I depict the first Mongolian “x” with 
an English “kh” to represent the pronunciation of a uvular fricative, and I depict the 
second Mongolian “x” with an English “h” to represent the softer velar fricative. 
Kharhiraa, also described by Ormiston as “deep höömii,”53 involves the 
simultaneous vibration of one’s vocal folds and false vocal folds (the vestibular folds), 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 62. 	  
53  Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” 10. 
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the latter of which move with the arytenoid cartilages.54  The false vocal folds are, 
according to a study on overtone singing entitled Observation of Laryngeal Movements 
for Throat Singing, “…a pair of soft and flaccid folds which attach to anterolateral 
surface of the arytenoid cartilages.”55  When singing kharhiraa, the vocalist’s false vocal 
folds vibrate with the arytenoid cartilages to produce a note that is one octave below the 
pitch being produced by the vocal folds.56  This lower pitch is sometimes referred to as a 
subharmonic.57  Together, the subharmonic and the pitch voiced by the vocal folds create 
overtones that can be manipulated through various shape changes of one’s mouth, tongue, 
and lips.  Thus, kharhiraa commonly produces at least three or more audible notes.  In 
chapter 4.4., I will detail how a sinusoidal analysis of kharhiraa was the foundation for 
the composition of one of my movements in strong.mng.   
 
1.2.5. Tsol 
The Mongolian tsol is not a form of overtone singing.  The Mongolian spelling of 
that word is цол, and the English spelling of tsol, as can be found in Pegg’s writings, is 
widely used.  A tsol is the song sung by a zasuul, a wrestler’s trainer or second, to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54  Hiroshi Imagawa et al., “Observation of the Laryngeal Movements for Throat  
Singing: Vibrations of Two Pairs of Folds in the Human Larynx,” (paper presented at 
144th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, Cancun, Mexico, December 3, 
2002). 
 
55  Ibid. 
 
56  Ormiston, “Mongol Music and Khoomii Handout,” 10. 
 
57  Hiroshi Imagawa et al., “Observation of the Laryngeal Movements.” 	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introduce a Mongolian wrestler before a match.58  Pegg writes, “The praise-recitation 
(tsol) is delivered in a high-pitched rhythmical manner, in alliterative verse, each section 
of which needs to end in a melodically descending phrase.”59  Pegg continues stating that 
it, “…praised his [the wrestler’s] titles and achievements and, finally, issued a challenge 
to a specific opponent.  This served to introduce the wrestler to the audience, other 
contestants, and his opponents.”60   
The tsol also serves another purpose, which is to accompany a dance performed 
by the wrestler.  During the tsol, the wrestler performs a Garuda dance, which is fully 
titled as “The Khan Garuda Flapping Its Wings” (Han Gar’d Develt or Devhee).61  This 
dance can also simply be called devekh, which is how I will refer to it.62  The word 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 217.  
In her text, Pegg spells the word Mongolian word засуул with a “ch”-sound at the 
end, which would be засуулч in Mongolian and zasuulch in English.  This is why, on 
page 217 of her book, the word appears as zasuulch.  Her spelling is correct, but it is 
also acceptable to spell the word as I have chosen to spell it, as can be evidenced by 
looking up the word засуул in a Mongolian to English dictionary such as the Bolor-
Toli. 
 
59  Ibid. 
 
60  Ibid. 
 
61  Ibid. 
 
62  Natasha Fijn, Living with Herds: Human-Animal Coexistence in Mongolia (New  
 York, New York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 73. 
I think spelling the Mongolian word дэвэх in English as deveh might more accurately 
yield the way the word would be pronounced in Mongolian.  I state this because the 
Mongolian letter “э” is a front vowel and so the Mongolian letter “x” would, 
therefore, be followed by an unvoiced velar fricative, as opposed to the harder 
unvoiced uvular fricative.  This would be more consistent with spelling explanations I 
offered in chapter 1.2.  However, the spelling of devekh will generate several more 
search results for anyone researching the term, which is why I chose this spelling. 
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devekh, spelt in Mongolian as дэвэх, is the infinitive verb for “flap” or “to flap wings”.63  
Pegg states that this dance is an imitation of, “…the legendary, powerful Khan Garuda of 
the Buddhist pantheon and the hawk, admired for its bravery and the way it swoops, 
dives, and quickly takes its prey.”64  I will further discuss Carole Pegg’s description of 
the devekh, or Garuda dance, in chapter 2.2.2. because Pegg’s articulation of it is integral 
to my experiences with virtual fieldwork.  Moreover, as I will elaborate on in chapter 
4.5., 4.6., and 4.7. both the tsol and the devekh dance were the driving forces behind the 
climax of strong.mng.   
It is also essential to note that my understanding of the tsol ended up being 
incorrect.  I discovered the term tsol actually carries more meanings than I initially 
thought.  Furthermore, I recently realized I did not compose a piece resembling a tsol 
even though I thought I did.  In chapter 4.7., I discuss these post-composition realizations 







	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
63  Bolor Toli Mongolian to English Dictionary, “дэвэх,” Bolorsoft LLC,  
http://www.bolor-toli.com/dictionary/word?search=flap%20the%20wings&selected_ 
lang=4-1&see_usages=true&see_variants=true (accessed September 3, 2016). 
 
64 Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 217. 	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CHAPTER 2.0. 
UNDERSTANDING ANCIENT MONGOLIAN  
AGENTS OF KINSHIP THROUGH VIRTUAL FIELDWORK 
Part of my hypothesis is that a symbiotic relationship between höömii, tsols, and 
today’s electronic music technology may transform the technological devices used into 
agents of deep ecology and bodily interconnectedness.  I further suggest that this 
transformation may metamorphose the performer into a more courageous being who is 
strengthened both physically and mentally by the Mongolian belief that, when performing 
höömii and tsols, the musician is drawn into kinship with nature.  These beliefs are what 
drove the creation of strong.mng, a piece where the computer was informed by the 
performance methods and philosophies employed during Mongolian höömii and tsols.  
Applying my beliefs to the composing of strong.mng, however, exposed inherent 
conundrums: I am not Mongolian, I do not live in Mongolia, I have never been to 
Mongolia, I have never witnessed a live Mongolian wrestling match, and I do not have 
access to a master of höömii, tsol, or devekh.  How then to implement these philosophies 
into strong.mng without appropriating or misrepresenting Mongolian culture?  My 
solution was to make use of virtual fieldwork and apply the knowledge ascertained 
through that process in a manner that acknowledged virtual fieldwork as the source as 
well as my position as a cultural guest.  This chapter will focus on understanding ancient 
Mongolian practices through virtual fieldwork and what effect virtual fieldwork had on 
my composition. 
The premise for the audio-visual performance work strong.mng, changed many 
times, informed by virtual fieldwork and the realizations resulting therefrom.  In the 
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earliest stages, I intended on making strong.mng an overtone singing-filled retelling of 
the story of Khutulun, who was a mighty Mongolian warrior-princess and, according to 
legend, an unconquerable wrestler.65  The primary problem with my initial idea was that I 
was attempting to tell a Mongolian story from the perspective of a Mongolian person; a 
story I did not have a deep familiarity with and from the eyes of a person I am not.  
Furthermore, I was limited in my understanding of the culture by my distance.  I came to 
understand the words of Cooley, Meizel, and Syed, who wrote that virtual fieldwork 
“…is less appropriate for holistic examination of an entire way of life than for the study 
of people in specific aspects of life….”66  Bearing this quote in mind, I concluded it 
would have been an act of appropriation to retell the legend of Khutulun.  Consequently, 
I decided to shift the perspective of strong.mng’s protagonist to be that of my own.   
The new premise of the work formed around the perspective of a researcher doing 
virtual fieldwork, quite literally.  The first scene of strong.mng features the protagonist, 
who I portray, sitting onstage and researching on a laptop computer, thereby 
acknowledging my status as a cultural guest, establishing virtual fieldwork as the source 
of my musical material, and framing the scope of the composition as being told through 
the eyes of a United States citizen who admires Mongolian culture, rather than a 
“westerner” who claims to know the culture in ways that cannot be known without 
conducting thorough ethnomusicological fieldwork in Mongolia. 
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2.1.  The Höömiich’s Interconnection with Nature 
The höömiich has a deeply powerful bond and exists in accord with nature.  At the 
2011 Mongolian Höömii Festival Conference, Tserendavaa said—speaking in 
Mongolian—that, “Höömii originated from the beautiful singing sounds of mountains, 
rivers, and streams.”67  He also once commented to Carole Pegg regarding: 
…the kinship relations among sounds of nature (baigal’) and the sounds of four 
Khalkha traditional musical genres—the long song, the horse-head fiddle, 
overtone-singing [höömii], and epic.  He used the metaphor of siblings, ah düü, 
saying that the sounds of these genres and nature are untied, joined, or connected 
(holbootoi), not simply similar (shig).68 
 
This raises an immensely difficult question for the virtual fieldwork researcher to answer: 
how is Mongolian höömii an engaging with nature as opposed to mere a sonic imitation?   
The reason this question is difficult to answer is twofold.  Firstly, there is little 
research on the non-philosophical aspects of this inquiry.  Ethnomusicologist Johanni 
Curtet said, in the 2012 film Maitres de chant diphonique, “For Mongolian Music, there 
are no concrete writings on this issue.”69  However, thanks to Curtet and other 
researchers, documentation has surfaced since 2012, which sheds light on the more 
technical, analytical, scientific, and physical components of höömii’s interconnection 
with nature.  The second reason why it is difficult for a virtual fieldwork researcher to 
answer why höömii is not a mere aural representation of nature is because this particular 
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68  Pegg, Mongolian Music, Dance, & Oral Narrative, 99. 
 
69  Maîtres de chant diphonique, DVD, directed by Jean-François Castell. 
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process of imitation carries with it a rich cultural context, which connects it to both 
spiritual and philosophical beliefs.  Both of the difficulties outlined above are dense 
topics, so I will unpack them one at a time.  I will start with the more philosophical and 
spiritual, and then move to the non-philosophical. 
While höömii is not a mere semblance of the nature, imitation is a component of 
singing höömii.70  However, the imitation is not as simple as a sound-alike because it is a 
facilitator of, “…reciprocal exchanges between human beings, nature-spirits, and gods of 
the universe, achieved by mimesis in performance.”71  UNESCO’s 2009 field report on 
Mongolian folk art states: 
The animistic world view of the Mongolians identifies the spirituality of objects 
in nature, not just in their shape or location, but in their sound and melody as well. 
The basis of Khuumei art is an imitation of sounds from mountain[s], forest[s], 
and river[s], [the] whistling of wind and melodious expression[s] [of] … caring 
[for] and quieting animals and hunting wildlife.72 
 
The belief of animism is, in part, what makes imitation a process of exchange.  Carole 
Pegg notes that something must be returned to nature by the höömiich because reciprocity 
is necessary.73  She writes, “Having returned the gift in performance, there is an 
expectation that the relationship of exchange will continue: the forces of nature will grant 
the favors asked of them….”74  This suggests a communication between the höömiich and 
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nature.  Such a suggestion is consistent with one of the legendary höömii origin stories 
(the actual origin is still unknown).  “The legendary höömiich Bazarsad’s performance of 
türlegt höömii was said to attract the earth and water spirits,” Pegg writes.75  From Pegg’s 
work and the UNESCO field report it can be observed that imitation, in the context of 
Mongolian höömii, is a mechanism that illuminates Mongolian animism and enables 
transcendent exchange with nature.  Skeptical scientific thinkers, however, may not be 
convinced of höömii’s interconnection with nature if said thinkers are only exposed to 
these abstract doctrines. 
 In 1974, Ronald Walcott offered a thorough spectral analysis of höömii 
performances, but it was done in isolation from nature sounds.76  Many years later, 
Johanni Curtet had the idea to record höömii performances done in natural environments, 
where he not only captured the sound of the vocalist but also the nature sounds that 
informed the höömiich’s performance, such as a rippling stream or raging waterfall.77 
Curtet then did a spectral analysis of these performances.  His analysis of Ganzorig 
Nergui’s höömii next to a Mongolian stream showed a great deal of complex harmonic 
activity, especially given all of the frequency activity produced by streams.78  Regarding 
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this spectral analysis, Curtet wrote that the höömiich’s overtone imitation of the stream 
reveals a clear relationship between the two.79  This adds analytical methods to the 
spiritual and philosophical arguments for höömii’s connection with nature, but what 
about more empirical evidence? 
 In the film, Maitres de chant diphonique, Odsuren Baatar is shown teaching 
höömii to his university students.  He brings them to the top of a somewhat steep and tall 
hill.80  He expresses that, by the time they graduate, they will be capable of singing 
höömii (and presumably being heard) from a distance of 800 meters, which is 
approximately half a mile.81  After the lesson, he explains,  
Today you sang from a distance of 300 meters.  In general, overtone singers sing 
from a distance of 700 meters, 800 meters, or even 1 kilometer.  This is how they 
strengthen it [their ability to sing höömii].82   
 
He continued, “…you should stand in a high place in the wind and sing.  Moreover, 
power exercise [a technique Odsuren taught them] is crucial.  These are essential for 
learning to listen to yourself and making yourself stronger.”83  In this teaching, the 
element of wind and the natural location are integral in to helping the höömiich develop 
vocal power and listening skills.  I contemplated how I could apply the höömiich’s 
interconnectedness with his or her environment to strong.mng.   
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As I stated, the first scene of strong.mng features the protagonist sitting onstage 
and researching on a laptop computer.  When writing the music for this scene, I 
ruminated on Tserendavaa’s statement that höömii came from mountains, rivers, and 
streams.84  I considered that höömii came into being through the höömiich’s listening to 
his or her environment, and that this listening led to vocalizations that showed a 
connection to these surroundings.  This is why I decided to make the first scene of 
strong.mng comprised solely out of the typing sounds I made at my computer keyboard 
while also sampling, looping, and slightly altering those sounds.  This served to sonically 
embody the environment I learned to overtone sing in and also transform the tool I used 
for virtual fieldwork into a device that sonically connected me to that environment.  I 
later made the computer a device for connecting to nature, through the sinusoidal analysis 
and the implementation of bird calls in strong.mng, which I greatly detail in chapter 4.5.  
That chapter also shows how the computer helped me connect more deeply with my 
body. 
 
2.2. Engaging the Body 
 The human body is highly active in the music making process during both höömii 
and tsol, but each vocal discipline brings a unique set of physical engagement.  It was a 
challenge for me to comprehend the somatic aspects of these practices due to my 
geographical limitation.  I, therefore, had to attempt to understand them through virtual 
fieldwork.  I may not have learned the physical aspects of höömii or tsols in a traditional 
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manner but, interestingly, I believe at least some of the concepts were translatable 
through the cyber-study process.  
  
2.2.1. Singing Höömii Requires Strength 
 Singing höömii requires considerable physical exertion from the performer, 
especially from his/her abdomen and pharynx as outlined in chapter 1.2.  In an online 
video from the 2011 Mongolian Höömii Festival Conference, Tserendavaa stated that 
singing höömii takes [physical] strength, comparing the amount of sweat one loses while 
singing höömii to a sports exercise.85  He also said that developing one’s muscles and 
voice for performing höömii requires talent, patience, and intelligence.86  This means 
there is a mental strength one must possess when singing höömii in addition to a physical 
one.   
Unfortunately, I did not watch Tserendavaa’s online video until two years after I 
began teaching myself höömii through internet tutorials and recordings.  At that time, I 
did not approach singing höömii with patience.  Consequently, I blew out my voice 
during the first year I overtone sang.  I distinctly remember, after an intense two hours of 
practicing, seeing skin discoloration in the shape of a dark reddish-purple diamond 
around my Adam’s apple.  At that moment, I understood one of the inherent flaws of 
learning a new vocal style through virtual fieldwork: no one was looking out for my 
vocal safety.   
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Although I tried to be more careful, I hurt my voice two more times that year, 
straining it once and blowing it out again, before I finally made a determined 
commitment to safe höömii practice.  During a two-week period of vocal rest, I 
investigated overtone singing safety precautions on the internet.  I stumbled upon 
Alexander Glenfield, who wrote about the use of one’s vestibular (false) folds, during 
overtone singing, stating that: 
…you must proceed very carefully and patiently.  Your false folds have lain 
dormant for most of your life, and now you’re asking them to wake up and 
vibrate.  With gentle and moderate daily practice (no more than 7-10 minutes a 
day when first learning), the false vocal folds can begin vibrating freely and with 
no tickling or discomfort.87 
 
I was quite shocked to read that I should not try to sing kharhiraa, the categorization of 
höömii that involves the vestibular (false) folds and arytenoid cartilage, for more than 
seven to ten minutes a day.  I realized that I had approached overtone singing like 
practicing piano and drum set.  I needed more mental discipline to succeed in singing 
höömii.  Every minute of practice needed to be one of deep listening and focused 
productivity because vocalization time had to be limited.  It was vital to be mindful of my 
throat’s condition while singing, stopping when it began to feel like too much. 
 Glenfield also wrote that when overtone singing, one should sing outside.88  He 
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and its myriad creatures.”89  At the time, I had only been practicing inside, in front of my 
computer.  It never dawned on me that I should go outside and sing while immersed in 
nature.  Later on, I discovered many Mongolian masters of höömii, such as Tserendavaa, 
also recommend practicing outside.90  In fact, the more I learned about höömii the more I 
discovered how integral a höömiich’s interconnection with nature is to this vocal art 
form, as I outlined in chapter 2.1. 
Once two weeks of vocal rest were over, it was time to try singing höömii again.  
Before practicing, I made an effort to remember Glenfield’s advice, as I prepared to listen 
carefully to myself while singing, keep track of how long I spent practicing, be mindful 
of my how my throat felt, while doing all of this singing outside.  I was strangely calmed 
by following this advice and my nervousness subsided. 
A few years later, I discovered a possibility as to why this calmness came over 
me, when I stumbled upon a text regarding Mongolian höömii on the website 
www.urlag.mn.  This text powerfully tied together höömii’s physical as well as mental 
aspects, with how those aspects relate nature.  The passage is written in Mongolian, but 
this is a rough translation of it: 
The people, who get their courage and strength from nature, created this unique 
and amazing art [the art of höömii] not through imitation of nature’s sound, but by 
accessing the nature of mother earth.91 
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From this I hypothesize that practicing höömii outside aides is drawing one into kinship 
with nature, which will help to provide the mental and physical strength required to sing 
höömii.  In my case, I looked for a peaceful outside location in which to practice.  Being 
in this place gave me the courage to try singing höömii again; a vocal practice I injured 
myself three times trying to learn.  Thus, I hypothesize that singing outside encourages 
mindfulness of oneself within one’s environment.  This facilitates patient practice as well 
as an awareness of the condition of one’s throat while vocalizing.  It also connects the 
vocalist to the place in which he or she is singing. 
 
2.2.2. Devekh by WiFi 
As stated at the end of chapter 1.2.5., when the zasuul sings a tsol, it is 
accompanied by a wrestler who performs a dance called the devekh.  Carole Pegg writes 
about the devekh stating, “In this dance … the wrestler stretches out both arms and flaps 
them in a stately way as he leaps into the air.”92  Pegg documents instances where 
wrestlers leapt while flapping their arms during the devekh.  However, I have not seen an 
instance where a wrestler leapt into the air based on online Mongolian wrestling and 
zasuul videos I have seen.  I am more accustomed to viewing a wrestler stretching out 
both arms and flapping them proudly while slightly bending at the knees.93 94  There may 	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well have been plenty of instances where wrestlers leapt into the air during a devekh, just 
none that I have seen personally.  This is, of course, one of the setbacks to virtual 
fieldwork—I must rely on other people’s accounts of Mongolia.  This drawback was 
continuously problematic as I attempted to implement the devekh into my work 
strong.mng. 
I wanted to incorporate the devekh dance into strong.mng, since it is such an 
important component of the tsol.  Before I composed any music connected to the devekh, 
I read an article by Steven Krist, where he wrote about the presence of birds and spirits 
within wrestling.  In particular, I was struck by a sentence he wrote about the 
performance of devekh, stating that it was, “…clearly a form of sympathetic magic,” and 
that, “…by dancing this dance, the wrestlers become as strong as an eagle.”95  The word 
“magic” powerfully impacted my imagining of the devekh because, at that time, I had 
never seen the dance performed.  I became so fixated on this concept of “magic,” that my 
interpretation of Krist’s passage drifted away from what the devekh dance actually is 
within the context of a Mongolian wrestling competition.  My mind made this leap from 
the word “magic” to the word “summon”.  I imagined swooping massive wings that 
slowly sounded huge gusts of wind, where the more often the wings flapped, the more 
engulfing the sound of the wind became.  I that imagined during the devekh the dance had 
to flap faster and faster in order to summon the power of the Garuda, which is definitely 
not the case.  Still, these imagined sounds and physical actions became an fundamental 
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part of the fifth scene of strong.mng.  The sounds I was hearing in my head were so 
firmly planted in my imagination that even after I viewed online performances of a 
devekh, I still wrote the music and designed the computer’s synthesizers around the 
images that sprang to my mind as I read Krist’s writing.  This relates to virtual fieldwork 
and, in particular, to Ilana Morgan’s dissertation entitled, Social Media and the 
Undergraduate Female Dancer: Internet, Embodied Cognition, Dance Education, and 
the Extended Technological Self.  
In her dissertation, Morgan details studies she undertook with her dance students.  
Her students would often describe their use of the internet with words that evoke some 
kind of physical motion, such as, “…connecting, being in touch, being close, watching 
others, digging, and so on.”96  Morgan’s writing connects words that are used for physical 
actions with one’s use of the internet.  Taking from that, I am connecting the evocation of 
a word with the imaging of sounds as well as physical actions, all through the use of the 
internet.  In the case of Krist’s writing, I saw the description of the devekh dance 
alongside the word “magic” and my mind immediately began imaging a physical as well 
as sonic realization of what I read.  Puissantly, Morgan writes: 
With the advent of internet technology and the approach found in posthuman 
theories, it may be possible to sense connections between the body, experience, 
cognition, and subjectivity as things that bloom together rather than concepts that 
are separated into discrete categories.97 
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Morgan describes posthuman philosophies as those that argue who and what we are co-
created by our experiences with technology.98  These observations are extremely relevant 
to virtual fieldwork.  Scene 5 of strong.mng was created by the reaction I had to reading 
Krist’s writing via my computer.  Reading his words conjured up sounds of massive 
flapping wings and gusts of wind.  In fact, after I read his words, I flapped my arms and 
moved around my office while hearing my sonic realizations in my head.  My body, 
internet experience, and conception of sound all bloomed together.  This is a stark 
contrast to what my conception of the devekh within strong.mng would have been if I had 
witnessed a tsol and devekh in-person, before reading anything. 
 I was so caught-up in the sonic potential I saw in the word “magic”, I did not 
bother to read the citations for Krist’s article until several months after finishing 
strong.mng.  I discovered that he cited a writing about the Tuvan “eagle dance”—again, 
Tuva should not be confused with Mongolia—and an article from a Polish 
ethnomusicological journal about Mongolian Naadam, which is Mongolia’s festival of 
the three manly games, one of which is wrestling.  I am not claiming Krsit is incorrect in 
stating that the devekh is a type of sympathetic magic, but his article was not written to 
thoroughly document the history and quintessence of the Mongolian devekh.  I made the 
mistake of reading it with that mindset and made assumptions the author may not have 
wanted me to make.  Krist was focused on magic found within wrestling throughout the 
areas of Buryatia, Tuva, and Mongolia.  It would have behooved me to more carefully 
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consider what his article was about and to look more deeply into devekh-related writings 
from Mongolian scholars. 
Pegg does not use the word “magic” to describe the devekh—again, she calls the 
devekh a Garuda Dance—in her book Mongolian Music, Dance, and Oral Narrative.99  
This makes me not so sure Mongolians universally look at the devekh as a type of 
sympathetic magic.  Again, this feeling is one of the drawbacks to musically engaging a 
culture through virtual fieldwork.  Luckily, I made virtual fieldwork the premise of my 
composition, so I avoided claiming the devekh is a practice of magic in strong.mng, 
which I worry may have come off as inaccurate to some Mongolians. 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




ANTHROPOCENTRISM AND TECHNO-SOMATIC DISCRETENESS 
 Chapter 2 contextualized the first two parts of my hypothesis.  Chapter 3 will 
parse the third part, which states that some computer music is restrained in its potential 
by certain types of techno-somatic discreteness as well as anthropocentrism, and that 
applying philosophies from höömii and tsols can help to move computer music more 
towards a physically embodying means of sonification; one that is akin with the natural 
world.  In particular, this chapter will cover anthropocentric ideals found in computer 
music (3.1.) and problematic instances of techno-somatic discreteness (3.2.).  I will then, 
throughout chapter 4, discuss how I navigate through these problems in my work 
strong.mng.   
  
3.1. Remnants of Anthropocentrism  
 Electronic music has roots in early futurist ideals.  Filippo Tommaso Marinetti 
wrote the Futurist Manifesto, which, “…called for a new aesthetic language based on 
industry, war, and the machine.”100  Industry, war, and machines have histories as agents 
of anthropocentrism, especially when they chiefly concern and serve human interests at 
the expense of other living organisms.  Martinetti’s writing led to Francesco Balilla 
Pratella’s Futurist Music: Technical Manifesto, a document that gave rise to futurists like 
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Luigi Russolo.101  Russolo created mechanical machines for music making, even though 
some electronic music devices had been both suggested and invented by this point.  He 
also wrote yet another manifesto entitled The Art of Noise.102  This prompted a powerful 
interest in electronic musical instruments in the music community, leading in turn to the 
popularity of the Ondes-Martenot and, especially, the Theremin.  Several other electronic 
music instruments were created throughout the 1920s, 30s, and 40s, but few were as 
prominent as the Ondes-Martenot or Theremin.103   
Electronic music continued to develop during the Second World War, especially 
through composers like Pierre Schaeffer and John Cage, who both took a strong interest 
in using recordings of environmental found-sounds to construct musical compositions.104  
This interest in found-sound laid the foundation for the genre of Musique Concrète.  
Whether or not Musique Concrète is anthropocentric is debatable.  I tend towards the 
argument that it is not because it involves deeply observing sounds from the world.  
However, its counterpart, elektronische Musik, seems to share a more apparent lineage to 
the human-centric aesthetic called for in Marinetti’s Futurist Manifesto. 
 Even composers who clearly did not consciously or intentionally anchor their 
thoughts in futurist anthropocentrism, such as Karlheinz Stockhausen, were still subject 
to the Futurist Manifesto’s afterglow.  One example is Stockhausen’s use of integral 	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serialism within the genre of elektronische Musik in pieces such as Studie II, which he 
composed in 1954.  In this work, every single aspect of the music is precisely calculated 
and all the sounds are generated from electronically produced signals, none of which 
involve playback of a prior recording or audio created by a live performer.  There is a 
trace of anthropocentrism in the creation of a carefully calculated piece within a machine-
based aesthetic that cannot be penetrated by any force outside of human thinking.  Studie 
II could be considered as an offspring of Marinetti’s call for an aesthetic based on 
industry and the machine. 
I am not condemning Stockhausen or elektronische Musik, indeed I am deeply 
indebted to Stockhausen for his groundbreaking music.  At the time of its inception, 
elektronische Musik actually propelled electronic music forward and did not restrain 
computer music.  This is because Studie II was not even made on a computer but on 
various pieces of lab equipment in the WDR studio, including, “…a single sine wave 
generator, white noise generator, Bode’s Melochord, and a Monochord, actually a 
modified Trautonium built expressly by Trautwein for the WDR studio.”105  The 
composition of music through the use of lab equipment complimented the WDR 
composers’ high value of accuracy, serialism, and mathematical purity.  In this aesthetic 
hid the vestiges of anthropocentrism, with its seeds planted by early futurist ideals, where 
total control of powerful human-created machines, in isolation from the rest of nature, is 
celebrated as a pinnacle of sonic achievement.  This aesthetic stance may have helped to 
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push electronic music forward at the time, but I feel this same approach in today’s 
context can restrain computer music’s potential. 
In the 1960s, following the beginning of elektronische Musik, Gottfried Michael 
Koenig created his PR1 (Project 1), which was a computer program that composed pieces 
of music, both acoustic and electronic, based on serialist parameters.106  Koenig 
continued to refine his PR1, evolving it into his PR2 and, eventually, the PR1X, which 
could be used with VOSIM oscillators.107  This resulted in his original 1979 electronic 
piece, Output.108  Around the same time Koenig was working on his PR1, a very young 
Ray Kurzweil wrote a computer music program that analyzed music written by 
noteworthy composers of the western tonal “classical” music tradition.  The program, 
after finishing its analysis, composed a piece of music using its analysis as a means of 
informing its own unique voice.109  It is extremely hard to find a published score 
produced by Kurzweil’s computer program and also difficult to find video footage 
showing the entire piano piece he performed during his well-known appearance on the 
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television show I’ve Got a Secret.  Regardless, there is still enough information in the 
few phrases I heard Kurzweil play on I’ve Got a Secret to make a few determinations.110   
One can detect that a computer wrote Koenig’s Output as well as Kurzweil’s 
piano piece on I’ve Got a Secret, especially when paying close attention to both the 
“breath” of the phrases and the duration of the silences (or rests) in each piece.  In paying 
attention to these particular aspects, one can hear strict rules being followed in places 
where a composer may have chosen to break such a self-imposed system by elongating a 
phrase or shortening a rest to feel less calculated.  One might argue this is not an instance 
of anthropocentrism, solely because the choice a composer might make is actually 
bypassed for an algorithm.  I retort by asking who wrote the algorithm and, more 
importantly, what is being celebrated about the work: the sound itself or the means of its 
creation?  In addition, the sounds of these particular works by Koenig and Kurzweil are 
not what history tends to recognize. 
Koenig’s Output and Kurzweil’s demonstration of his computer program are 
highly regarded because, in both cases, a human being created a machine—or at least, a 
program for a machine—that could, to a degree, imitate human thought and music 
making.  In fact, on I’ve Got a Secret, only a few seconds of Kurzweil’s music was 
performed with several minutes dedicated thereafter to the fact that he built the 
machine.111  The commendation, in these two cases, centers around a human’s ability to 
create something in his or her own image.  This lies in contrast to the origins of 
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Mongolian höömii, where vocal performance methods were born out of the sounds of the 
natural Mongolian landscape,112 113 114 and where Mongolian legend offers encomium for 
vocalist Bazaarsad’s ability to communicate with earth and water spirits through 
höömii.115 
It is important to note that Koenig was not seeking to create a piece of music 
when he composed Output.116  He was simply interested in the computer’s results and 
wished to adjust them to his aesthetic satisfaction.117  Also, Kurzweil was only a teenager 
when he created his computer program.118  Moreover he did this in the 1960s, making his 
computer program even more of an achievement at the time.  I take nothing away from 
either author with regard to how much their innovations contributed and still contribute to 
the music technology I am privileged to use in my own practice today.  Neither do I 
accuse either person of making an effort to put human values and experiences above the 
rest of the living world.  Regardless, I believe the remnants of futurism’s anthropocentric 
manifesto linger in of both works.  Much like with the birth of elektronische Musik, 
Koenig and Kurzweil greatly enhanced the potential of electronic music with Output and 
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the performance on I’ve Got a Secret.  My point is, present-day computer music is 
restrained by the anthropocentric discourse that surrounds their achievements.   
Machine-driven algorithmic composition is still a common practice today.  
Recently, Francisco Vico and Gustavo Diaz-Jerez created Iamus, aiming to, “…make a 
computer that could mimic man when it comes to composing music … but without 
compromising the computer’s ability to create countless pieces of original music.”119  
Iamus’ distinction is that it is, “…the first computer that has developed its own original 
style….”120  According to Matt Peckman of Time Magazine, “Its proponents describe it 
[an original composition written by Iamus] as ‘the first composition entirely generated by 
a computer.’”121  While Iamus succeeds in having a unique musical voice and in 
composing music, without human assistance, for instrumentalists to perform, it does not 
escape western civilization’s ties to futurism’s human-centric manifesto.  Much like its 
predecessors, Iamus is given recognition largely because human beings created a machine 
in their own image capable of doing a human-like task; a point Peckham alluded to in his 
article for Time.122  Certainly, Iamus is a powerful development in that its output is 
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highly versatile as well as unique, and in that it is able to compose without human help 
(beyond the people who created Iamus).  In this regard, Iamus is a step forward from the 
work of Koenig and Kurzweil, but much of the media coverage on it, essentially, raises 
the same conversation that was had in the 1960s and 1970s, which centers on marveling 
at a person’s ability to build a machine with human-like function.123 124 125 126  This is one 
example of how anthropocentric values can restrain computer music’s potential.  
I am not intending to write a treatise against algorithmic composition, a type of 
composition I greatly respect, but there are benefits to considering the world beyond 
human-centric existence, and there are benefits to thinking about people’s connection to 
that world when creating a piece of electronic music.  Many of the most cutting-edge 
electronic music pieces, projects, and philosophies of the last forty years do take such 
matters into consideration, such as David Rokeby’s Very Nervous System, Hildegard 
Westerkamp’s soundwalks, Lawrence English and Keith Armstrong’s Black Nectar, and 
the prosthetic instruments developed by Marcelo Wanderley and his team for Les Gestes.  	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Furthermore, certain philosophies and performance methods used in Mongolian vocal 
music can uniquely contribute to this line of thinking, which I elaborate on throughout 
chapter 4. 
 
3.2. Negative Instances of Techno-Somatic Discreteness 
 Techno-somatic discreteness is a term I have devised based on Garth Paine’s 
writings on the techno-somatic dimension.  In an article on the subject, Paine first 
overviews writings on “embodied relations” from Merleau-Ponty and Don Ihde.127  Paine 
discusses Ihde’s explanation of our relationship with embodying technology, such as 
reading glasses and microscopes.128  Idhe’s point is that these technologies grant us 
embodied experiences with the world we otherwise could not have.129  Paine goes on to 
state that these philosophical observations can be applied to musical performance where 
an instrument gives us the ability to make sounds we otherwise could not.130  From there, 
Paine suggests considering this in relation to computer music.131  He writes,  
If we extend this to digital systems, however, the embodied relationship becomes 
more ambiguous. The action–response, excitation–sonification relationships so 
apparent in analogue and acoustic instruments become opaque through mediation 
and thus when using an interactive system we generally remain aware of the 
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system itself, in fact we are actively focused on building a cognitive map made up 
of the nuances of our input and their relation to variations in system output.132 
 
He goes on to propose the techno-somatic dimension, where the computer technology we 
use in a performance of electronic or electro-acoustic music disappears from conscious 
thinking and, “…facilitates ‘embodiment relations’ so that new possibilities for engaging 
in the world become possible (real and virtual) and also so that the interface objects 
become part of our body schema in order to extend our action in the world.”133   
 I suggest there is an opposite of Paine’s techno-somatic dimension, which I call 
techno-somatic discreteness.  In techno-somatic discreteness, the human body and the 
technology are not embodied, but distinctly separate from one another.  That stated, 
works that employ a techno-somatic discreteness do not necessarily constrict the 
prospects of computer music.  Looking at Studie II by Stockhausen again as an example, 
we can see that there is an observable separation between the person and the machine.  
As I stated earlier, Studie II expanded the horizons of electronic music into new realms.  
This shows that techno-somatic discreteness is not inherently negative.  However, there 
are instances where techno-somatic discreteness does restrain computer music’s potential 
and where it can even have a perceptibly problematic impact on performance.   
 
3.2.1. The “Checking E-mail” Effect 
 One of the most persistent criticisms of live computer music performance is that a 
percentage of those who perform it look as if they are checking their e-mail, social media, 	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or surfing the net while onstage.  I call this criticism the “checking e-mail” effect.  This 
effect is an example of problematic techno-somatic discreteness.  Nick Collins—co-
editor of The SuperCollider Book, co-writer of Cambridge University Press’ book 
Electronic Music, and Reader in Composition at Durham University—writes that, aside 
from an audience of practitioners who can view the screen of a performer, many 
audiences cannot readily distinguish musicians who use more academic software such as 
SuperCollider or Pure Data, “…from someone checking their e-mail whilst DJ-ing with 
iTunes.”134  He further asserts that, “…audiences tend to respond most often to gimmicky 
controllers, or to the tools they have had more exposure to – the (yawn) superstar DJs and 
their decks.”135  I bring up Collins’ statements to illustrate how strong the “checking e-
mail” criticism can be.  I cannot support statements about audience response being to 
gimmicky controllers because I have neither extensively researched the topic of audience 
response nor do I feel comfortable making assumptions about what audiences respond to. 
In this regard, I bring up what he wrote because he is an accomplished professional in the 
field of computer music.  His comments, therefore, speak volumes as to how the 
“checking e-mail” effect is viewed by a certain portion of the computer music 
community.  Moreover, it is not just the academic community that is critical of this. 
 Some public audiences have expressed disapproval for the “checking e-mail” 
effect.  In a performance by Kraftwerk, one of the ensemble members was seen scrolling 
through what looks like a text document or webpage in video footage taken by an 	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audience member from a balcony seat.136  This sparked immediate online criticism aimed 
towards the group.  Faze Mag wrote, “It seems that the band themselves might be bored 
by their performance…” further adding, “…one might expect a bit more commitment 
during their performance, or is this too much to ask with ticket prices from €50-75?”137  
Other online forums debated as to whether or not the performer from Kraftwerk might 
have been reading information that pertained to the performance or if maybe this person 
was communicating with the venue’s technicians via internet.138  Regardless of what 
Kraftwerk’s performer was reading on-stage, the response to the “checking e-mail” effect 
was not positive.   
 Not all instances of the “checking e-mail” criticism are meant to be harsh.  Again, 
Collins alluded to the fact that most audiences are not equipped with a knowledge for 
discerning the difference between a musician using robust academic software in a 
performative manner versus an artist playing back a readymade MP3 file on a computer 
and, during its playback, browsing the web.139  Sometimes people with the best of 	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intentions are merely inquiring as to how to perceive a performance with a laptop and so 
when they suggest the “checking e-mail” effect, it is not meant as an attack.  I 
encountered such a person when I did a radio interview on KJZZ 93.1 (Phoenix, Arizona) 
with colleague Althea Pergakis regarding the Laptop Orchestra of Arizona State 
(LOrkAS).  Althea and I co-directed LOrkAS.  The interviewer, very politely, asked her, 
“Watching a performance of your group—it’s a bunch of people staring at laptops … 
how do you get involved in something like this…?”140  After Althea discussed her 
individual background in electronic music, she addressed the preface to his question by 
stating that, “…one of the things we’re working on as a laptop orchestra is to look a lot 
less like we could just be checking our e-mail [during a performance].”141  Althea 
continued by saying it is a challenge to break away from the “checking e-mail” effect.142   
This radio interview was far from the only time I encountered a question of this 
sort during my time as Co-Director of LOrkAS.  My experiences in LOrkAS, especially 
as it related to the “checking e-mail” effect, strongly informed my dissertation 
composition strong.mng and my decision to integrate Paine’s philosophies on the techno-
somatic dimension into my work.  I suggest that engaging the techno-somatic dimension 
is one strategy for overcoming the “checking e-mail” effect, but it is not the only strategy.  
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 Other laptop orchestras have also faced the same “checking e-mail” challenge.  
Dan Trueman, Co-Founder of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk), took part in a 
laptop orchestra panel administered by Steve Ricks and the Society of Electro-Acoustic 
Music in the United States (SEAMUS).  Trueman said: 
Now, if [physical] movement does not emerge, we do sometimes have issues in 
performance—the old ‘are they just checking their email?’ problem—in which 
case I do think we have the responsibility to consider the audience perspective 
and either rethink our instrument, or find other compelling ways to invite the 
audience in (perhaps via video, or other instruments that do have a movement 
component).143 
 
This brings up two interesting queries: are electronic pieces that only utilize the computer 
keyboard and/or mouse techno-somatically discrete?  What role can video, visuals, or 
projection play in regards to keyboard/mouse laptop pieces?  I will examine these 
complex questions one at a time and then connect them to my work strong.mng. 
In examining one of her own live laptop performances, sonic arts researcher 
Franziska Schroeder writes, “…one somehow encounters difficulties in identifying bodily 
characteristics, such as bodily control or body tension.”144  She goes on to state that, 
“…in order to perceive bodily tension, there also needs to exist release.”145  Schroder 
then uses saxophone performance to illustrate her point.  During a saxophone 
performance, the audience can clearly see moments when the performer is physically 
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tense and when that tension is released.146  Schroder writes that, “In a laptop performance 
such visual cues are clearly less intense, which does not mean that they are not 
present.”147  Therefore, I suggest that keyboard/mouse pieces are not inherently techno-
somatically discrete.  It is still quite possible for them to be a physically embodying 
experience.  An example of such an instance is Andrew Sorensen’s TEDxQUT 
performance, where he wrote code that created music in real-time, in front of an 
audience.148   
In his performance, Sorensen’s physical gestures may be very subtle, but he is, 
nonetheless, visibly physical.  It is clear that he is listening to the piece, which is a 
physical act in itself, and then physically responding by quickly writing code that will 
evolve the sound of the music.  In the moments when Sorensen is writing code as swiftly 
as he can, we can perceive tension.  At other points, we can observe he is just listening 
without typing.  These instances are where we can perceive the release of physical 
tension.  What helps us to perceive this besides watching his hands and his face? 
Sorensen projects his computer interface on a large screen for the audience to 
watch, which goes along with what Trueman suggested at the SEAMUS summit, where 
projection can be a helpful addition.149  This allows the audience to follow Sorensen’s 
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coding.  Even if an audience member cannot understand the code, the instances of 
activity are clear.  If nothing is being typed and the mouse is not moving, we can observe 
there is no tension.  We can notice tension when we see, for instance, Sorensen speedily 
move from writing a new line of code, to copy/pasting a segment from another line, to 
highlighting various lines via keyboard shortcuts to scrolling down to an operation 
already in progress and altering its code to change the sound.   
Visualizations, in and of themselves, cannot compensate for techno-somatic 
discreteness.  In fact, sometimes adding visual components to a laptop performance only 
further intensifies the existence of techno-somatic discreteness.  New media artist 
Timothy Jaeger wrote an article regarding laptop performance where he highlighted the 
difference between adding projected visuals or other theatrical devices for the sake of 
spectacle versus integrating theatricality that is deeply embedded into the work itself, ala 
John Cage’s 4’33’’, Maurizio Kagel’s Staatstheater,150 and Terre Thaemlitz’s 
Interstices.151  I believe Jaeger is not referring to projection of Sorensen’s type, where the 
performer’s interface is shown to the audience to invite them further into both the 
performance and live construction of the work.  It is my understanding that Jaeger is 
writing about projections that are meant to dazzle, but which might not be intrinsically 
connected to the piece itself.152  I further submit that visual elements that are powerfully 
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connected to the work can actually highlight when a mouse/keyboard piece is not techno-
somatically discrete.  
I contemplated the above-outlined considerations when composing scene 1 of 
strong.mng.  I especially gave thought to how visualizations could invite the audience in 
and how to embed visualizations at the heart of my piece.  I perform the music for scene 
1 by sitting in front of the laptop, with my head in the screen.  This was a conscious 
dramatic decision as strong.mng has a narrative.  Scene 1 is meant to depict a person 
conducting virtual fieldwork on a laptop computer with the music for the scene being 
entirely comprised of the sounds made by typing at the keyboard and the very slight 
electronic manipulation of those sounds.  To further reinforce the narrative of this scene, I 
asked live digital illustrator Amelia Boon to project her computer screen while she typed 
out, in real time, basic information regarding the zodog (a Mongolian wrestler’s jacket).  
She typed this information out because a zodog with magical properties is discovered by 
the protagonist in the next scene.  Also during scene 1, Boon projected her typing out of a 
passage written by Mongolian ethnomusicologist, Carole Pegg.  This was designed to 
help the audience understand the premise of strong.mng better.153  Moreover, I think the 
audience seeing me type on-stage while also seeing a projection of words being typed-out 
in real time by Boon, helped to pull the audience into a headspace where the act of typing 
on a computer can be considered a physically embodying process. 	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3.2.2. “Button Pushers” 
I will use the term “button pushers” to refer to a critique where the computer 
music performer is said to simply be pushing buttons in a non-virtuosic fashion that is not 
gesturally impressive or musically learned.  “Button pushers” will also be used to refer to 
pressing a single button at the beginning of a piece and thereafter doing nothing else.  
These two scenarios are techno-somatically discrete.  However, I believe there is a 
practical dependability in having a button to press and I intend to illustrate the difference 
between “button pushing” in a techno-somatically discrete manner and pressing buttons 
in a manner that does not detract from an embodied performance. 
The “button pushers” criticism is almost as frequently directed towards laptop 
performers and ensembles as the “checking e-mail” skepticism.  I find the phrase “button 
pushers” tends to have more range in regards to the critic’s intent, from non-judgmental 
observation to innocent inquisition to scathing aspersion.  A sizable handful of electronic 
musicians seem weary of being dubbed “button pushers”, myself included.  For example, 
Jason Palamara, a member of the Laptop Orchestra at the University of Iowa (LOUi) 
said, "We’re not just in the audience pushing buttons where no one knows what we're 
doing.”154  Indeed, I felt weary myself when The State Press wrote an article about the 
Laptop Orchestra of Arizona State (LOrkAS) during my tenure as Co-Director.  It was 
titled Laptop Orchestra Pushes Buttons and Boundaries and even though it was very 
complimentary, I still worried about the contemporary music community’s perception of 
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the ensemble, my leadership abilities, and my own computer music philosophies.155  I had 
good reason to worry because I had previously overheard music composition faculty 
members, at multiple universities, openly and critically state that laptop ensembles just 
push buttons while sitting onstage.  I not only worried about academics’ perceptions of 
the State Press’ article on LOrkAS, but about young musicians in the monstrously 
popular field of Electronic Dance Music (EDM). 
The conversation of “button pushers” can be a polarizing topic in the community 
of DJs and EDM.  In late 2015, DJ Sneak said that DJs needed to learn their craft by first 
training on a DJ deck with vinyl and if not, he, “…look[s] down on people like that.”156  
Presumably, DJ Sneak is talking about “button pushers” who do not have the ability to 
operate a deck.  Also in 2015, prominent DJ, Oscar G, said, “…there are people that just 
push buttons.  They look nice, have a good hairdo and a great social-media presence.”157  
The implication here is that “button pushers” never develop the ability to perform well 
and, in place of musical substance, craft an image that will sell. 
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Some of the most well-known and explicitly controversial “button pusher” 
critiques come from the incredibly famous DJ deadmau5, who spoke to Rolling Stone 
magazine about his colleagues’ performances, saying, “David Guetta has two iPods and a 
mixer and he just plays tracks.”158  He continued, saying that even his friend Skrillex, 
another popular DJ, “…isn't doing anything too technical. He has a laptop and a MIDI 
recorder, and he’s just playing his shit.”159  After that, deadmau5 said he too is a “button 
pusher”.160  Shortly after that interview was published, it went viral and deadmau5 
subsequently wrote an article titled All DJs Are Glorified Button Pushers, where he even 
more bluntly and unequivocally made his opinion known about certain button pushers, 
“…to stand up and say you’re doing something special outside of a studio environment, 
when you’re not, just plain fuckin annoys me.”161  Why do button pushers stir such 
intense responses from both the academic and the EDM communities?   
Kim Cascone is an electronic composer and prominent figure in the microsound 
community.  He is widely cited in scholarly computer music articles.  In one of his 
writings, he offers a reason as to why there is so much hostility for a particular kind of 
“button pushing.”  Cascone writes, “The audience feels cheated, because the laptop 
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musician appears to be simply playing back soundfiles stored on their hard drive.”162  He 
alludes to these types of performances being perceived by audiences as “counterfeit” or 
“fake”.163  This is, in my opinion, why audiences have such animosity towards “button 
pushers”.  The audience feels lied to or duped.  There is, in this situation, less concern for 
techno-somatic discreteness and more preoccupation with the artist presenting him or 
herself as something he or she is not.  Cascone goes on to state that the academic music 
community is perfectly fine with acousmatic concerts, where the composer purposefully 
pushes a play button to share his or her pre-made recording.164  This raises the question: 
are there only two methods for delivering a non-inflammatory performance?  Are the 
these the only options, either 1) deliver a fully embodied performance using gestural 
sound control with no pre-recorded material or 2) declare to the audience that one will 
press a play button? 
A-Trak—an expert turntabilist and multi-time DJ Champion—wrote a response to 
deadmau5’s Rolling Stone interview.  In his response, A-Trak proposed a compromise 
between the live performance skills he spent many years of his life honing and “button 
pushing”: 
On festival stages, it makes sense to use fool-proof equipment and put together a 
spectacular show.  In today’s context, wouldn’t it be fair to say that the Holy Grail 
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is a live performance that has the flexibility to integrate true improvisation?  That 
is the ultimate win-win.165 
 
This approach is similar to my own stance.  I see it as being practical to have buttons that 
can trigger pre-decided events or audio if such things are critical to the structure of a 
musical work.  I further submit that it is more than possible to blend this with live, 
improvisatory performance.   
I used buttons to trigger events in my work strong.mng, but constructed ways to 
manipulate the sound of those events in real-time in front of the audience.  In this case, it 
was still possible to access Paine’s concept of the techno-somatic dimension.  I also used 
buttons to trigger fixed media in strong.mng, but performed live music on top of the fixed 
media both for compositional purposes and to avoid cheating the audience.  In these 
moments, I consciously chose to make the computer an accompaniment device because I 
wanted a particular musical result.  These passages were not instances of embodied 
performance between myself and the machine, but the fixed media cues helped to 
coordinate the performance of the ensemble that premiered strong.mng.  I will further 
explain this further in chapter 4.2.   
The transition between scene 1 and 2 in strong.mng was a case of “button 
pushing”.  For those scenes, I pressed a single button to trigger an entire pre-made audio 
track, where there was no interactivity or live manipulation whatsoever.  However, this 
was also a conscious decision and, as a performer, I made it clear that I was intentionally, 
albeit temporarily, switching my role to “button pusher”.  So how did I do this?  
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In the short transition piece between scene 1 and scene 2, the protagonist (I played 
this role), who is conducing virtual fieldwork, tries to sing Mongolian höömii, which he 
is playing back on his computer by pressing keys on the keyboard.  The audience can 
hear the playback of these files and they can also very clearly hear the sound of the 
computer keyboard’s spacebar each time the protagonist presses it, triggering each 
starting and stopping of the audio playback.  The audience can hear the spacebar being 
pressed because, before the performance, I sampled several computer keyboard sounds 
on my Macbook and mapped those samples to the computer keyboard via Max/MSP.   
During this same transition piece, it is clear the protagonist cannot sing the höömii 
he hears via audio clips, even though he is trying his best to sing it.  This is made clear 
because he vocalizes after hearing each clip, but his vocalizations do not sound anything 
like what is heard in the audio playback.  The audience can then perceive he does not 
know the mechanics for producing the sounds and/or his voice is not strong enough to 
produce them.  Frustrated, he puts his head down in his hands and that is when I very 
subtlety press a play button on my computer.  This triggers the fixed media sounds for the 
end of the transition piece.   
The fixed media sounds occurring towards the end of the transition between scene 
1 and 2 are loud bird-calls from a flock of birds.  In the moment I press play on my 
computer, I have taken my first step towards becoming a “button presser” but the 
audience does not know yet.  However, the dramatic narrative is designed to help the 
audience understand that I am gradually changing my role in the performance. 
As the flock of birds echo in the hall, we can see a silhouetted dancer behind the 
protagonist, lying on her back with only arms and hands visible to the audience (she is 
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behind the projection screen, the protagonist in front).  She is making bird shapes with 
her hands, which is characteristic of some traditional Mongolian dance styles.166  Her 
presence, along with the bird call sounds, are prompting the protagonist to another realm 
of an abstract and undefined sort.  The protagonist is unsure of what is going on and he 
cannot “see” the dancer.  Nonetheless, he can hear the birds and is immediately curious 
as to where they are coming from. 
The protagonist gets up to investigate these sounds that are calling him.  He 
continues attempting to sing höömii as he searches for the source of the sounds, as if to 
try and communicate with the birds he hears.  Again, all of the bird calls are fixed media 
sounds.  Only the protagonist’s voice (my voice) is a live element at this point.  The 
transition in my performance role is almost complete.   
As the scene continues, the bird sounds feature aurally discernible electronic 
alterations, which helps us to know they are not meant to be real birds, which is 
particularly relevant much later in the work and which is vital to the plot, which I write 
about in chapter 4.1.  All of a sudden, the sound of the computer keyboard’s spacebar is 
heard and, as it did earlier, the spacebar triggers playback of a short audio recording of 
höömii, which is coming from the computer’s speakers.  Simply put, the narrative implies 
some telekinetic force presses the spacebar to turn the playback of the höömii recording 
on and off.  Startled and spooked, the protagonist quickly turns around upon first hearing 
the computer’s spacebar—he did not press it!  This telekinetic moment marks the end of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
166  Catherine Kmita, “Dancers, Shamans, and Transformation: The Inner Mongolian  
 Dance, Andai,” (PhD diss., York University, 2007), 86. 
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the transition between scenes 1 and 2.167  It is the precise moment I believe the audience 
can perceive that I am no longer in control of the computer’s sound.  Some other 
“mysterious force” (dramatically speaking) is running the computer’s sound now.  I have 
transitioned from my role of interactive sound artist to “actor”.   This marks the 
beginning of scene 2, which is entirely and solely a fixed media work. 
Scene 2 begins with a series of “glowing sounds”,168 each one separated by 
periods of silence.  With each “glowing sound” Amelia Boon, the digital illustrator, 
creates a glowing effect on the projection canvas.  This glowing effect surrounds the 
zodog (a Mongolian wrestler’s jacket), which has been onstage the entire performance, 
but in the dark.  The zodog glows every time the protagonist takes a step towards it and 
the glowing effect goes away as he backs off.  He makes the decision to slowly crawl 
towards it.  As he does, the entire projection screen gradually fills with the color 
surrounding the glowing jacket.  Also, as the protagonist crawls, the silhouetted dancer 
rises from the floor.  The protagonist still cannot see her, but his body and hers overlap, 
with her behind the screen and him in front, as he makes the decision to put this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
167 To be clear, I obviously did not use actual telekinesis in the performance.  I merely  
 depicted telekinesis. 	  
168  The glowing sounds were electronically created from a single sine wave that was  
sent through a vocoder, fast filter banks, and a reverb module.  This created eight 
controllable overtones from the fundamental sine wave tone.  The fixed media was, 
therefore, suggestive of höömii practices, as it digitally mimicked, to an extent, the 
filtering techniques performed by the mouth in isgeree höömii.  This was used for 
scene 2 because the zodog (the jacket) was calling out to the protagonist, beckoning 
him to discover the thing that could give him the strength to sing höömii.  Also, the 
fundamentals in scene 2 are nearly the same pitch pattern sung in scene 6 by the 
protagonist.  The zodog is foreshadowing the powerful being the protagonist will 
become, if the protagonist chooses to wear the jacket. 
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mysterious zodog on.  Finally, as the protagonist stands up, the screen behind him shows 
his body has a glowing aura around it.  The zodog has transformed him into a more 
powerful being, at least as far as the narrative is concerned.   
Outside of the narrative and focused more on my capacity as a performer in the 
eyes of the audience, I have, again, declared a transition.  Putting on the zodog, from a 
technical standpoint, transforms my performance role.  After scene 2, I perform the 
remaining electronic portions of strong.mng through the use of a wireless controller.  
This is made possible through a modified Nintendo Wiimote, a device that acts as a 
motion sensor and remote control, which is attached to the sleeve of the zodog.  Gino 
Ceresia, a colleague of mine, modified it by creating a Velcro case to hold the circuit-
board of the Wiimote in place on my arm with two small buttons that fit in the palm of 
my hand.  This way I could have the Wiimote mounted on my arm, but still have access 
to its buttons without needing to touch my arm.  All of this is relevant because this device 
gives me the opportunity to, once again, access Paine’s techno-somatic dimension, by 
placing the technology on my body in such a way as to encourage natural performance 
gestures that are not technology directed.   
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CHAPTER 4.0. 
STRONG.MNG: STRIVING FOR THE HÖÖMII-TSOL-THINKING COMPUTER 
 This chapter will cover my composition strong.mng, from scene 3 to the final 
scene.  It will also cover how I applied selected philosophies and techniques found in 
höömii and tsols to my computer music composition.  In particular, I will examine how I 
strived to incorporate the Mongolian philosophy that performance of höömii and tsols 
metamorphoses the performer into a more courageous being who is strengthened both 
physically and mentally through his or her kinship with nature.  In addition, I hope the 
strategies I took offer additional methods to my computer music colleagues for dealing 
with issues regarding anthropocentrism and techno-somatic discreteness.  Before 
continuing these more technical and philosophical discussions, I will cover basic 
information about strong.mng to provide necessary background and context. 
 
4.1.  Instrumentation, Roles, and Plot 
Strong.mng is a 25-minute production for dancer, live digital illustrator, and 
overtone singer with a laptop computer serving as both a fixed and interactive responsive 
musical instrument.  Strong.mng has six scenes (or movements), however the transition 
between scene 1 and 2 is almost a movement in itself.  The electronics are controlled at 
the laptop in scene 1, then they are automated in scene 2, and they are controlled via a 
modified Nintendo Wiimote for the remainder of the work. 
The piece requires three performers: two onstage and one offstage.  There is a 
loose narrative for the piece, so the two onstage performers portray characters.  The main 
character is a virtual fieldwork researcher.  I refer to him as the protagonist and I 
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portrayed him.  The person playing this role must be capable of performing the electronic 
portion of the piece in addition to singing Mongolian höömii isgeree, kharhiraa, and 
scene 6, the last of which requires a loud chest voice in a high register.  The other 
character appearing onstage is the dancer.  She is an enigmatic figure who appears 
whenever the mysterious powers of the zodog (the Mongolian wrestler’s jacket) are 
further activated.  She belongs to an abstract realm, as does the zodog, which is never 
literally explained.  The live digital illustrator is offstage.  She draws the scenery for the 
piece in real-time as the production carries on.  Her images are back-projected onto an 
11.25 X 15 foot canvas.  The gender of the performers in strong.mng is not critical.  The 
only requirements are: 1) that the protagonist can perform the electronic music and sing 
in the styles listed above, 2) the dancer is familiar with some Mongolian dance 
techniques, and 3) that the illustrator draws the scenery in real time. 
The plot for strong.mng is best understood by going through each scene in 
sequence.  However, I will first give a brief summary of it.  The story is, a virtual 
fieldwork researcher discovers a zodog with magical properties, which transforms him, 
gives him abilities (the ability to sing or supernaturally effect his environment through his 
gestures), and takes him to an alternate realm of existence that is based in some kind of 
digital world.  Each time the zodog reveals a new power, there is a mysterious dancing 
woman that appears onstage.  Her role is, intentionally, never quite explained, but she 
belongs to the same dimension as the zodog.   
In scene 1, the virtual fieldwork researcher, who I refer to as the protagonist, is 
conducting research on a computer in the dark.  He stumbles upon some höömii 
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recordings, which he tries to sing.  The protagonist is unable to sing höömii because he 
either does not understand how and/or his voice is not strong enough.  
All of a sudden the protagonist is called by flocks of birds that do not quite sound 
natural.  They are slightly digitally altered.  At this time, the hands and arms of the dancer 
appear and are mimicking bird shapes.  She and the birds beckon the protagonist to 
discover a magical zodog.  These events happen in the transition between scene 1 and 2.  
In scene 2, the protagonist crawls towards the zodog, which has a glowing aura 
that responds to his movements.  The closer he gets, the more it glows and vice versa.   
He makes the decision to put the zodog on and in doing so, it transforms him into a more 
powerful being.  Now, he exhibits an aura around him that glows.  In putting on the 
zodog, he has also entered an alternate dimension.  During this scene the dancer works 
her way to a standing position, where her movements appear to be assisting with the 
zodog’s transforming of the protagonist. 
In scene 3, it appears the protagonist has been transported to the Mongolian 
countryside.  There are mountains and grasslands that have formed behind him and he 
is—all of a sudden, through the power of the zodog—able to sing höömii.  As he sings, 
the dancer appears, but he still cannot see her.   
In scene 4, the protagonist continues to sing höömii.  He also discovers another 
ability given to him by the zodog.  His right arm has the power to alter sound and also 
impact the physical environment he inhabits.  This process reveals that he is not in the 
Mongolian countryside, nor was he ever transported there.  He is in a digital realization 
of the Mongolian countryside.  The beautiful mountains and grasslands gradually go 
through a morphing process that begins with the warping and blurring, moving into 
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pixilation and distortion, and ending with everything turning pitch-black.  Throughout the 
scene, the dancer’s movement, again, reflects birds.  At one point, she starts continuously 
spinning in circles, which is when the screen begins to go black.  There is an evident 
interconnectivity between the protagonist, the dancer, and their visual environment 
during the dancer’s long spin.  All three of them appear intertwined at this moment. 
In scene 5, the protagonist is sitting in the middle of the darkness.  He is 
meditating and, while he does so, the glowing sounds of his aura return.  Through the 
power of the zodog, he uses his arms to make electronic bird-like sounds, which 
accompany his meditation.  While this is happening, a surreal Mongolian wishing tree 
begins to materialize behind him.  He begins flapping his wings in a manner that 
references the devekh dance performed by Mongolian wrestlers before a match.  
However, since this zodog is magical and he is not a Mongolian wrestler, this is not a 
traditional devekh.  He begins flapping his arms faster and faster, which builds the tension 
of the sound to a breaking point.  In the same way that the devekh calls upon the Garuda 
bird, the protagonist is calling upon a great and powerful bird-spirit through his wing-
flapping.  Then, there is a piercingly loud hawk scream, which is extremely digitally 
altered.  The protagonist has summoned a type of digital god-like bird-spirit. 
Scene 6 begins with thunderous drum hits and vocalizations that resemble a 
tsol.169  With each drum hit, comes a splash of bright red color on the projected foot 
canvas.  The dancer reappears and moves to the energetically rhythmic music, with 
höömii passages interspersed throughout.  At the end of scene 6, the protagonist finally 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
169  The vocalizations actually do not resemble a wrestling tsol very much, as I later  
discovered.  I did not know this at the time.  I write more about this in 4.7.   
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sees the dancer.  He has fully entered this alternate dimension.  He flaps his arms, 
creating huge wind sounds, and the dancer responds to his gestures with her own.  The 
two exchange bird-like movements and then the piece slowly fades-out as the screen 
gradually turns to black.  At this point, the protagonist has been fully transformed into a 
more powerful being and the piece concludes. 
 
4.2.  Ensemble Interactivity 
In this section, I will overview the interactivity between the protagonist and the 
ensemble, as this is related to techno-somatic discreteness.  Admittedly, I could have 
made strong.mng a more embodying performance by incorporating the dancer’s 
movements into the live outcome of the sound.  That stated, I also believe I made some 
decisions for the ensemble that facilitated not only a deep interaction between the 
performers and the technology, but a deep interaction between ensemble members.  One 
of those decisions was foregoing the possibility of routing my computer’s sound to the 
generation of digital visual effects.  Instead, I went the more “analogue” route in 
achieving interactive visualizations in strong.mng by collaborating with live digital 
illustrator, Amelia Boon. 
Originally, I considered creating visuals for strong.mng in real time on my own 
computer through the use of Jitter in Max/MSP, which is the software program I used for 
the electronic music and vocal amplification.  However, I do not have extensive 
experience with Jitter and, therefore, could not get some of the effects I wanted.  
Consequently, I had serious concerns over there being a large degree of techno-somatic 
discreteness between the onstage performers and the visualizations.  I did not want the 
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visuals to look like the result of facile algorithms or cheap Jitter clichés made by a 
novice.  Moreover, I have not been exposed to any visually interactive software advanced 
enough to make improvisatory choices with the same degree of variety as a trained digital 
artist; software that can also simultaneously exercise human-level critical thinking and 
“outside-the-box” creativity in real-time.  Furthermore, I do not know how to use 
whatever software might be capable of achieving this sort of performance and, even if I 
did, I do not have over a decade of experience in visual arts training.  It made sense to 
bring a visual artist into the production. 
Also, the benefit to bringing a trained digital illustrator into the production, was 
that I could concentrate on the composition process, and my own performance duties, 
which were singing, performing with the laptop, and portraying my character.  Moreover, 
the dancer, Wenwen Dong, was able to have a very strong interaction with the illustrator 
because they both work in a visual medium.  Indeed, Amelia did a great deal to enhance 
the ideas Wenwen had.  For instance, at the end of scene 4, Wenwen chose to spin for 
several rotations over an extended period of time and do so in a physically demanding 
manner.  She expressed that she needed to take a break after that so she could catch her 
breath.  Amelia was able to, within a couple minutes, devise a solution that would 
transition the visualizations of the screen to an all-black canvas and do so in a way that 
supported the dramatic narrative.  
I would like to have integrated the dancer’s movements into the music via 
gestural sound control device.  I initially wanted Wenwen to wear a customized Nintendo 
Wiimote like the one I was wearing.  However, there were a host of practical reasons for 
this being a potential problem.   
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Marcelo Wanderley, who is a leading researcher in gestural sound control, input 
device design, and the use of sensors and actuators in digital musical instruments, gave a 
keynote at the 2013 Computer Music Multidisciplinary Research Symposium.  During his 
keynote, he stated that performers need to devote time when learning how to play a new 
Digital Musical Instrument (DMI), if virtuosity is to be achieved.170  I would like to 
underscore what I feel is an important point regarding both Wanderley’s statement and 
my circumstances when composing strong.mng, time.  It takes time to develop virtuosity 
with a DMI.   
Wenwen, the dancer, lived in another state at the time we, Amelia and I, were 
collaborating with her.  This meant we had extremely limited rehearsal time together.  
We only had three full rehearsals as a three-person ensemble before the premiere of 
strong.mng.  After the premiere, I rewrote the piece.  We only had one full three-person 
rehearsal before the second performance.  In addition, both performances were high 
pressure because they were not merely school recitals.  They were presented in 
professional supported by funding agencies.  I felt obligated to make the piece 
impervious to technological hiccups and major compositional flaws.  This situation 
echoes the article written by DJ A-Trak, where he stated, “On festival stages, it makes 
sense to use fool-proof equipment….”171  In the same article, A-Trak mentions that 
festival shows are high-stakes performances, at least in his genre.  Festival performances 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
170  Marcelo Wanderley, “Keynote 3: Marcel M. Wanderley,” Website for Computer  
Music Multidisciplinary Research Symposium 2013, http://www.cmmr2013.cnrs-
mrs.fr/K3.html (accessed September 29, 2016). 
Wanderley says this at the 53:10 mark of the video. 
 
171  A-Trak, “Don’t Push My Buttons.” 
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have to succeed.  A-Trak went on to suggest the integration of improvisatory live 
performance into these fool-proof strategies.172  My approach was very similar to this.   
Moreover, I feared asking the dancer to successfully use the interactive 
technology on a high level would have bogged the ensemble down with technological 
concerns, which would take away from developing ensemble chemistry in our limited 
rehearsal time.  Most difficult for me to accept was that this might also adversely effect 
the shape of the sound.  I try to be open-minded as a performer, but one of the values I 
have a hard time letting go of is that I want the music I perform to demonstrate that I care 
greatly about the outcome of the sound.  
The biggest reason we did not put a gestural sound control device on the dancer 
was that she did not seem comfortable with the idea.  She explained to me that she felt 
nervous about it, given our limited rehearsal time and the complexity of the piece.  
Moreover, she had to choreograph the work remotely.  As a result, the music needed to 
be approximately the same formal/dramatic shape every time it was performed in 
rehearsal or otherwise.  This was part of the reason I included fixed media alongside 
interactive media around the end of scene 5 and throughout scene 6.  The fixed media 
helped coordinate ensemble cues.  
None of this is to say the dancer I worked with, Wenwen Dong, was not dedicated 
to the piece.  In fact, I would say her work ethic, artistry, and effort was tremendous, but 
we felt the obstacles created by the distance might be insurmountable given that we, as an 
ensemble, had such limited experience working with interactive media for dance.  Plus, I 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
172  A-Trak, “Don’t Push My Buttons.” 
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was incredibly preoccupied with my own musical performance, which demanded a great 
deal of virtuosity.   
Conversely, the digital illustrator on the project lived in-state and generously 
made huge amounts of time to both rehearse.  As a result, the scenes involving just the 
two of us were highly interactive.  Indeed, the last scene I composed, which is actually 
the second-to-last scene in the work, scene 5, was the most interactive for two reasons.  
Firstly and frankly, I finally comprehended the concepts taught to me by Garth Paine.  
Secondly, and more pertinently, I did not need to perform scene 5 exactly the same way 
each time or for exactly the same length of time because the dancer was not in that scene.  
Also, the illustrator turned out to be a remarkable visual arts improviser.  If there is one 
helpful contribution I hope to offer my digital media colleagues, it is that collaborating 
with a trained digital illustrator is a powerful way to generate complex interactive 
visualizations in real-time.  Not every computerized aspect of a digital media 
performance needs to be connected through code or programming.   
 
4.3.  Strength, Nature, and Homage to Tserendavaa 
Scene 3 of strong.mng comes immediately after the transformation and 
transporting of the protagonist, which is the result of him putting on of the zodog.  Scene 
3 opens with him singing in a shakhaa voice, which is the pressurized or strained voice 
used for singing höömii.  Singing with shakhaa takes physical strength, particularly from 
the diaphragm.  The protagonist’s use of shakhaa demonstrates he is stronger now than 
he was before wearing the zodog.  Following the opening shakhaa passage, the 
protagonist sings kharhiraa and isgeree höömii, which world-renowned Mongolian 
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singers Tserendavaa,173 Odsuren,174 and Nars175 each said require physical strength from 
the vocalist.  I discussed the strength needed to sing höömii in chapter 2.1., and 
extensively in chapter 2.2.1.  I recall a passage from urlag.mn, which states that the 
power to sing höömii comes from one’s accessing of nature.176  Passages like this 
strongly impacted the decision I made regarding the electronics in scene 3, as did my 
desire to show the zodog’s magical properties one scene at a time.  Also, I had a 
particular vision for the illustration in scene 3, which Amelia brought to life. 
In scene 3, the computer just records and loops back my vocalizations as I sing.  
Technically, it loops my skakhaa and kharhiraa phrases by playing them backwards, but 
since I sing vowels with no consonances, it is not obvious that they are played 
backwards.  I chose to loop the recordings backwards to create a tiny bit of variety in the 
composition’s texture, but without doing so in a manner that made the recorded loops 
sound unnatural.  Also, I made the choice to minimize the computer’s role to recording 
and looping, so that the computer would take on a role similar to that of a field recording 
device.   
The visualizations of scene 3 imply that the protagonist has been transported to 
the Mongolian steppe.  I wanted the audience to believe this happened in the narrative; 
that he went to Mongolia.  The audience should not be able to determine he is not in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
173  Ormiston, “Tserendavaa’s Presentation.” 
 
174  Maîtres de chant diphonique, DVD. 
 
175 AnDa Union, “A Mongolian Musical Journey.”  
 
176  “Монгол хөөмий,” Urlag.mn. 
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Mongolia until the next scene.  Therefore, I did not want any “electronic” sounds to 
interfere with the natural sound of my voice.  In fact, the microphone input has no added 
reverb or effects, it is just a dry input, as it would sound on the vast, open steppe.  Scene 
3 focuses on how the zodog gives the protagonist the ability to sing höömii.   
The music for scene 3 and the dryness of the amplified voice is my attempt to pay 
homage to a particular recording of Tserendavaa and his son Tsogtgerel entitled Xoer 
Altai Nutag, which is an a-cappella duet featuring kharhiraa and isgeree höömii.177  Of 
course, I do not display the vocal power that they do in my delivery.  That is also built 
into the narrative.  In scene 3, the protagonist believes he has been transported to the 
Mongolian steppe, but he has not really.  He believes he has the vocal strength of a 
höömiich now, but he does not because he is not actually immersed in nature and, 
therefore, cannot directly draw from a surrounding natural environment.  However, this 
magical zodog is still very powerful and while he might not have the vocal strength of a 
höömiich, he does have great power within the digital realm and he soon realizes he 
inhabits.   
 
4.4. Kharhiraa, Sinusoidal Data, Gestural Data, and Interconnectivity 
Scene 4 is where there notion of a höömii-tsol-thinking computer finally starts to 
emerge.  Conceptually, the laptop computer, which the protagonist is connected to 
through the magical zodog’s Wiimote, aids the protagonist in the same way that the 
natural world (animals included) aids the höömiich, in that nature is a source of might and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
177  Tserendavaa and Tsogtgerel, Xoer Altai Nutag, Routes Nomades, 2007, mp3,  
 accessed February 12, 2015, iTunes. 
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kinship.  The protagonist cannot sing a full-bodied kharhiraa, although he can at least 
produce a kharhiraa.  He needs the computer to help him sound like a more powerful 
being.  In addition, the computer’s sound is largely driven by the voice, so the computer 
needs the protagonist’s vocalizations to generate sound.  They depend on one another and 
their relationship is reciprocal.  Their relationship reflects the one countryside 
Mongolians have with horses, the steppe, and the natural world.  Their interconnection 
actually makes them stronger than they could be if attempting to dominate one another or 
carry on without each other.  The notion of interconnected strength between the 
protagonist, the zodog, and the laptop computer is represented in the music through the 
use of simple sinusoidal signals being combined into complex timbres and gestural data 
being used to drive an interactive sonification process.   
During the composition process for scene 4, I conducted a sinusoidal analysis 
(FFT) of a kharhiraa recording I made while singing the note B.  I then created a digital 
interface that would sound the most prominent overtones found in the analysis of that 
kharhiraa recording.  This digital interface generated these prominent overtones as sine 
waves, which were later treated with reverb.  These sine waves created a quiet, high-
register drone layer that echoed underneath the rest of the music for scene 4.  This drone 
was augmented by a real-time sinusoidal analysis of the live singing.  The orchestration 
utilized one sinusoidal analysis done before the performance to determine some fixed 
elements of the music for the scene (the frequencies of the sine waves) and a second 
sinusoidal analysis, performed on the opening kharhiraa passage sung live, while 
performing onstage as the protagonist, also sung on the note B.  During the performance, 
this live analysis module sent its data (derived from my live vocalizations) to a collection 
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of fast filter banks, which were filtering granulation devices also driven by the kharhiraa.  
As with my choice to use fast filter banks in scene 2, the choice to use fast filter banks in 
scene 4 is tied to the filtering techniques used by höömiichs when singing höömii 
(kharhiraa is one of the two categorizations of höömii).  The fast filter banks then applied 
the data from my live kharhiraa performance to the sustained granulations of my 
kharhiraa.  The application of this data to these granulations, recreated the melodic shape 
of the passage I had just sung.  Thereafter, I was able to use gestural data to control the 
fast filter banks by moving my arm.  This was possible because the gestural sound control 
device (the Wiimote) was mapped to the fast filter banks as well as the sinusoidal data 
module’s output.  This gestural movement represented another magical power of the 
zodog being discovered.  More plainly put, the computer used the data it took from 
analyzing my live singing to manipulate granulations of my voice while a drone layer 
derived from my voice was occurring, and the movement of my arm was able to effect 
the filtering of my voice as well.  During all of this, I also sang words in Mongolian that 
are relevant to the scene.  
The song’s text is in Mongolian and regards the strength of wild Mongolian 
horses.  The text, in English, is: 
He is strong like a horse. 
His stamina will not fade. 
He is strong like a horse. 
His spirit never breaks. 
 
The relationship between Mongolians and horses is paramount in Mongolian culture.  
Horses are a huge part of their nomadic heritage, and were critical to sustaining their lives 
on the steppe.  I also considered that Mongolian warriors rode horses and wanted the 
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computer to act a bit like a horse would for a Mongolian warrior.  I wanted the computer 
to be an augmentation of power for the singer. 
 
4.5. Devekh, Gestural Data, and Spectral Data 
 The music for scene 5 is best understood through general descriptions to 
categorize the five main sound components of the scene: 1) a drone layer, 2) 
squawking/chirping sounds, 3) flapping wing/wind sounds, 4) a hawk scream, and 5) a 
few short clips of fixed media.  There are, of course many other types of adjectives that 
could be used for the sounds heard in this scene, but these five descriptions serve as 
categorizations that will allow me to explain the music for the scene more clearly.  A few 
other points to note are that this scene features no singing because my voice needed rest.  
The dancer does not appear in this scene either.  Also, the sound sources come from three 
types of material: “glowing” sounds like those in scene 2, pre-recorded material of me 
whistling bird calls, and spectral data taken from two sources, those being a Mongolian 
field recording (with many birds) and a recording of a red-tailed hawk screech.  All of the 
sounds in the entire scene are controlled and sonically manipulated by the modified 
Wiimote either through gestural sound control or through triggering effects with the 
buttons hidden in the palm of my hand.  
Now I will detail the computer music composition process for scene 5 by going 
through the five general sound descriptors I listed above.  The drone layer of scene 5 
strongly resembles the “glowing” sounds in scene 2.  However, they were not produced 
exactly the same way.  Instead of using the module built for scene 2, which I feared 
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might sound a bit too repetitive, I applied the pitch material and enveloping used in scene 
2 to a module I got from the collection of Max/MSP patches that come with the book  
Electronic Music and Sound Design Vol. 1 by Alessandro Cipriani and Maurizio Giri.178  
In particular, I modified a module found in the downloadable patch content of Chapter 2, 
named “02_09_harmonic_beats.maxpat”.  It can only be accessed if one has purchased 
the book.  This module from Cipriani and Giri allowed for manipulation of a single 
fundamental’s harmonic partials, so in this way it was similar to what I designed from 
scratch for scene 2.  Both my module for scene 2 and Cirpiani/Giri’s module were used in 
strong.mng to reflect the filtering of a fundamental performed by a höömiich.  To learn 
more about the “glowing” sounds in scene 2 please see footnote 161 on page 59. 
 The squawking/chirping sounds are among the most complex in scene 5, in terms 
of how they are created.  Every squawking/chirping sound is triggered by a Wiimote 
button.  Many of them can be manipulated through gestural sound control (by moving my 
arm).  There are two basic sources for the squawking/chirping sounds: pre-recorded bird-
call whistles that I performed and a Mongolian field recording.  My whistling bird calls 
are used in two ways.  Firstly and most simply, there are instances where these very short 
recordings are played back unaltered.  Secondly, there is a device that granulates these 
recordings.  The transposition component of this granulator is gesturally controlled by the 
Wiimote (specifically through roll data).  The output of this granulation device is sent 
directly to the DAC (digital audio convertor), meaning the output of this granulation 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
178  Alessandro Cipriani and Maurizio Giri, “Support Materials for the Max/MSP  
Practical Chapters,” Virtual Sound, http://www.virtual-sound.com/electronic-music-
and-sound-design-volume-1-support/ (accessed January 30, 2016).  
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device is audible.  However, the granulation device’s output is also, separately, used as a 
carrier oscillator that is modulated.  The modulator is driven by a sinusoidal oscillator, 
created by developers at CNMAT.179  This sinusoidal oscillator is sounding sinusoidal 
data taken from a Mongolian field recording of several flocks of birds.  This field 
recording was made by Patrick Franke, who is a freelance ornithologist and sound 
recording artist.  His recording was made in a high altitude mountain range in 
Bayankhongorijn Khukh Nuur, Mongolia and he titled it Khukh Nuur Soundscape.180  In 
this way, I am using sounds from Mongolia to modulate sounds I have created, and am 
controlling with my body.  The power of nature is being channeled. 
 The flapping wing/wind sounds are are generated by me flapping my arms.  The 
source of the flapping wing/wind sounds all come from just one recording of me 
whistling a bird chirp, which lasts for less than a second.  In doing a spectral analysis of 
this recording, I noticed the spectral envelope matched the spectral envelope I imagined 
in my head for the sound of giant, slowly flapping wings.  However, the frequency was 
obviously too high, so I imported this recording of myself doing a bird chirp into a 
granulator.  The source material for the flapping wing/wind sounds can be heard during 
one of the flurries of squawk/chirp sounds in scene 5.  However, the flapping wing/wind 
sounds blend in with the rest of the texture initially.  Over time, as this source sound 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
179  Adrian Freed, Matt Wright and Michael Zbyszynski, sinusoids~, CNMAT Library of  
Downloadable External Objects for Max/MSP, http://cnmat.berkeley.edu/patch/4008 
(accessed February 1, 2016). 
 
180  Patrick Franke, Khukh Nuur Soundscape, Nature Soundmap,  




continues to be heard by the audience, a granulator and multiple transposition objects 
shift its frequency down to two much lower frequencies.  At this point, the protagonist 
flaps his arms and it now sounds like he generates huge gusts of wind.  These wind 
sounds then get put through a munger~ object, which is a granulator authored by Dan 
Trueman,181 and sent through a collection of reverb components, which are set-up to 
significantly feedback if too much sound comes through at once.  This means that as the 
protagonist flaps his arms faster and faster, thereby creating more and more sound, he 
will generate feedback, creating a great deal of sonic tension.  As he does this, the pitch 
material for the hawk scream is beginning to emerge underneath his wing flapping. 
 The hawk scream in strong.mng comes from a sinusoidal analysis I did of a field 
recording by Paul Rudy, where he captured the screech of a red-tailed hawk.182  I wrote 
down, by hand, all of the data for the eight most prominent lines of frequency data from 
this recording.  After that, I created an interface in Max/MSP where I entered several 
hundred points of data to drive the outcome of eight sine waves.  The interface also 
allowed for the manipulation of time; how quickly or slowly this data could be read and 
sounded.  During the climax of strong.mng, when the protagonist is flapping his wings to 
call upon a powerful bird-spirit, the hawk scream interface I designed very slowly reads 
through the red-tailed hawks data, backwards.  Then, at the climactic moment, it plays 
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181 Dan Trueman, munger~, Cycling 74 GitHub Webpage with download link for  
PeRColate, https://github.com/Cycling74/percolate/releases/tag/v1.0 (accessed 
February 8, 2016). 
 
182  Paul Rudy, “Redtailed Hawk,” Soundcloud, https://soundcloud.com/rudyp/redtailed- 
 hawk (accessed May 16, 2015). 
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Rudy’s original recording is about one to two seconds).  This digitally realized and 
manipulated screech is the loudest moment in all of strong.mng. 
 There were a few clips of fixed media used in scene 5 of strong.mng to coordinate 
the ensemble and to loosely hold together certain structural elements.  For instance, the 
opening sound heard in the piece is actually a recording of me making a sustained “sh” 
sound, which gets granulated.  This remained in the final version of the piece because it 
was part of an earlier draft of scene 5 and it served as a marker for the ensemble to know 
where we were in the piece.  Also, that “sh” sound was meant to convey a quieting of the 
mind because the start of scene 5 is a meditation.  There are also two other instances of 
fixed media that take place in the middle and towards the end of scene 5.  Both of these 
are recordings of me performing on two devices I have outline in 4.5.  They were placed 
in scene 5, again, to help coordinate cues for the ensemble. 
 
4.6. Compositional Structure and Role of the Computer in Scene 6 
 I feel scene 6 was a success dramatically, vocally, and formally.  I think it 
convincingly made for an exciting climax to strong.mng.  It also demonstrated vocal 
writing that demanded power from the vocalist and the shape of the scene’s 
compositional form, I think, was satisfying.  However, it was not as philosophically 
informed as scene 4 or 5 and the interaction with the computer was, for much of the 
scene, not present.  Instead, the computer often served as a fixed media, recording, and 
playback device.  The compositional form for scene 6 is A-B-A’-B’-C.  This is useful for 
discussing the role of the laptop, the scene’s musical construction, and the moments of 
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interactivity between the computer and me versus the moments when interactivity is 
absent.   
  In the opening A section, there is only the audio playback of thunderous drums, 
which can be heard in every section until section C, with loud amplified chest-voice 
singing on top.  This chest-voice singing, I thought, was a tsol but I was incorrect (more 
on that in chapter 4.7.).  In any event, the vocalizations in section A are recorded and 
later played back with considerable reverb in the fourth section, B’.  
 The B section creates a steady pulse through the continuing playback of pre-
recorded drum audio.  In this section, the protagonist recapitulates the kharhiraa passage 
he sang in scene 4.  Underneath this is a faintly discernible layer of granulated audio, 
taken from the live performance of the kharhiraa.  As much as I wanted this layer to be 
louder and feature heavy interaction via Wiimote, did not find this addition served the 
piece.  I decided to keep this layer as a barely audible drone, more for texture than 
anything else.  The B section is followed by A’, which is a shorter version of A and 
technologically the same execution as A as well (fixed media with live singing). 
 The B’ section adds compositional layering with granulation.  It is primarily a 
fixed media section as well where the protagonist sings kharhiraa which gets granulated 
to create the drone, which again is kept at a low amplitude.  Then, while the drone 
sustains, he begins singing the isgeree höömii passage from scene 3, while the passage he 
sang live in section A of scene 6 is recapitulated.  So there are three vocal motifs being 
sounded on top of one another.  During the activity of all these layers, the quiet, echoing, 
high-register drone layer from scene 4 sneaks into the texture.  All of the sounds, except 
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the drone layer, climax and suddenly drop out, leaving only the high-register drone layer, 
for the final C section. 
 In section C, the end of the entire work, the high-register drone layer is echoing in 
the background and the protagonist once again flaps his wings, recapitulating the wind 
sounds made in scene 5.  It is this sound that he uses to engage with the dancer.  In this 
moment, scene 6 finally achieves the interactivity I envisioned for it all along. 
 
4.7. Tsol, Derlcha, and the Value of Misinterpretation 
While writing strong.mng, I believed I understood what a tsol was and how to 
write one.  After considerable research in the summer of 2016, well after I finished 
composing and performing strong.mng, I discovered this was incorrect.  I did not even 
know there were different kinds of Mongolian tsols, not all of which are related to 
wrestling.  For example, morinii tsol refer to horses.183  In retrospect, I should have 
focused on deeply researching böhiin tsol duudakh (spelt in Mongolian as бахийн цол 
дуудах).  The translation of böhiin tsol duudakh is “to sing the praises of a wrestler.”184  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
183  ICHCAP, “Sounds from Mongolian Grasslands,” ICHCAP E-Knowledge Center,  
 http://www.ichcap.org/eng/ek/sub4/odes.php (accessed October 10, 2016). 
 Track 5 and track 12 found at this album link are both morinii tsols and their  
descriptions make it clear that they are about horses.  Moreover, the root word in 
morinii is mori (spelt in Mongolian as морь) and it translates to “horse” in English. 
 





(accessed July 21, 2016). 
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This phrase should have been the starting point of my work, but I could not read 
Mongolian at the time I was composing scene 6.   
I will now answer the following questions: why was the music I wrote for scene 6 
not a wrestling tsol, what Mongolian song was I subconsciously inspired by, and what is 
the metaphysical value of my misinterpretation? 
A wrestling tsol is a praise-recitation, “…delivered in a high-pitched and 
rhythmical manner, in alliterative verse, each section of which ends in a melodically 
descending phrase.”185  The song I wrote for scene 6, which I thought was a wrestling 
tsol, was high-pitched and rhythmic.  However, it was the antithesis of alliterative verse 
and the sections did not always end in melodically descending phrases.  In fact, 
sometimes the ends of my melodic phrases were ascending.  The biggest problem with 
my supposed “wrestling tsol”, however, had to do with the words.   
When I first began writing the “wrestling tsol”, I could not speak more than three 
Mongolian words.  The first three Mongolian words I learned were the words for 
“strength”, “courage”, and “more”.  I wrote the song for scene 6 using only these three 
words, making it definitively not a wrestling tsol.  A Mongolian wrestling tsol has many 
words and, in fact, the words are incredibly important.  The words praise the wrestler’s 
accomplishments and challenge an opponent.186   
There was also a problem with the performance of my “tsol” for scene 6.  As I 
sang my “wrestling tsol”, I was wearing a zodog.  This does not make any sense 
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186  Ibid. 
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traditionally because wrestlers wear the zodog, but they do not sing the wrestling tsol.  
The wrestler’s second (the coach/assistant) sings the wrestling tsol while the wrestler 
does the devekh dance.  The wrestler’s second (also called a zasuul) does not wear the 
zodog.  Another issue I had is that the wrestling tsol is supposed to accompany the devekh 
dance, but I devoted all of scene 5 just to the devekh on its own (well, a contemporary 
and modified version of a devekh).  The music for scene 5 featured nothing resembling a 
tsol. 
In addition, my supposed “wrestling tsol” features booming drums, which are 
sounded through the computer’s audio playback.  I have never heard a drum in any 
recording of Mongolian wrestling tsols.  Over the summer of 2016, I ruminated on why I 
put drums in scene 6 to begin with, especially if I never heard them in a tsol.  I realized 
that the music of the Inner Mongolian ensemble AnDa Union had influenced me so 
strongly, it was spilling into my work without my knowing it.  AnDa Union has a 
recording entitled Derlcha on their album The Wind Horse.187  In this recording, there is a 
prominent drum part that reinforces the ensemble’s galloping rhythms and powerful 
downbeats.  There are two aspects from the drum part in AnDa Union’s recording of 
Derlcha that I unconsciously incorporated into the music of scene 6.  
Firstly, Derlcha features a galloping rhythmic cell that constantly gets repeated 
(an 8th note followed by two 16ths).  This rhythmic motif is extremely common in 
Mongolian folk music, but it is not always heard in the drum part as it is in Derlcha.  This 
rhythm is heard in the B’ section of scene 6 in strong.mng.  Secondly, there is a moment 
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at the 3:31 mark of Derlcha where Nars begins singing on a strong downbeat with the 
drum (other ensemble instruments are sounded too, but the drum is prominent).  There is 
then a tension-building accelerando from a very slow tempo to a much quicker one.  I 
used an accelerando very similar to this in scene 6 of strong.mng going from the opening 
A section to the B section.  Moreover, AnDa Union uses a large drum, among other 
percussion instruments, in many of their recordings, which is why I think, in the back of 
my mind, I wanted to hear a large drum in scene 6.   
Unbeknownst to me at the time I was composing scene 6, a derlcha is actually a 
genre of song.  In particular, it is a battle song,188 which members of AnDa Union 
compared to wrestling,189 where singers take turns singing verses back and forth until one 
singer is rendered speechless and cannot reply.190  This shows scene 6 is further related, 
albeit loosely, to AnDa Union’s Derlcha.  Nevertheless, scene 6 was still deviation from 
traditional wrestling tsols, especially because of the use of a large drum and accelerando. 
I acknowledge that I did not write a wrestling tsol when I composed for scene 6, 
not even a modern or contemporary version of one.  However, my compositional 
decisions, even when they were extreme departures from a Mongolian wrestling tsol, did 
embody an important goal of the ritual, it inspired a performance.  Carole Pegg was told 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
188  Nars, “Anda Union at ¡Globalquerque! (Full Performance),” YouTube video,  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDIWKb8lVAs&t=1080s (accessed October 21,  
 2016). 
 Nars says the derlcha is a battle song at 29:39 in the online video. 
 
189  AnDa Union: From the Steppes to the City, DVD, directed by Sophie Lascelles, Tim  
 Pearce, and Marc Tiley, (London, England: Eye 4 Films/EM Media, 2011). 
 
190  Ibid.   
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by an Ölöt Mongolian wrestler and flute player named Vasha, that one of the essential 
aspects of traditional devekh performances is for the wrestler to become inspired.191  
Again, the devekh is accompanied by the wrestling tsol, so the wrestling tsol is embedded 
in this ritual of inspiration. 
Indeed, I am empowered and inspired each time I perform scenes 5 and 6 because 
at the end of scene 5, I am rapidly flapping my arms and generating loud feedback while 
pitch material for a piercing digitized hawk scream is formulating.  The beginning of 
scene 6 is a piercing hawk screech, immediately followed by booming drums being 
sounded.  As soon as the first drum strike occurs, I sing as loud as I possibly can, in the 
highest part of my chest-voice, for long sustained notes.  I must perform this passage 
while flexing my diaphram as hard as I can to provide support for my voice.  If I do not 
support my voice while singing such a physically demanding passage, I might blow it 
out.  By the time scene 6 reaches the B section, my adrenaline is racing from all this 
activity.  The physical demands of the piece combined with the visceral nature of the 
sounds coming from the computer have transformed me, in that moment, into a being of 
power.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




 Through composing strong.mng I arrived at a three-part hypothesis: firstly, the 
development of a robust symbiotic relationship between höömii, tsols, and today’s 
electronic music technology may transform the technological devices used into agents of 
deep ecology and bodily interconnectedness.  Secondly, this transformation may 
metamorphose the performer into a more courageous being who is strengthened both 
physically and mentally by the Mongolian belief that, when performing höömii and tsols, 
the musician is drawn into kinship with nature.  Lastly, some computer music is 
restrained in its potential by techno-somatic discreteness as well as anthropocentrism, and 
that applying philosophies from höömii and tsols can help to move computer music more 
towards a physically embodying means of sonification; one that is also akin with the 
natural world.   
 My literature review, chapter 1.1., overviews several related works which are 
neither anthropocentric nor techno-somatically discrete.  After this review, I state my 
intention to add to the canon of music that overcomes these challenges through the 
implementation of philosophies and techniques from Mongolian höömii and tsols into my 
own computer music.  Thereafter, in chapter 2, I discuss my methodology (virtual 
fieldwork) for researching höömii and tsols and then detail realizations stemming from 
conducting research both remotely and online.  One such realization is acknowledging 
the source of my material as virtual fieldwork in strong.mng’s narrative helped me to 
avoid accidentally appropriating a culture I am a guest in. 
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 In chapter 3.1., I examined computer music’s roots in anthropocentric ideals and 
how these ideals can, occasionally, restrain the potential of today’s computer music 
through, for instance, over-celebrating human creation of technology in its own image 
and not considering humanity’s existence within the natural landscape.  I state that 
utilizing approaches found in höömii is an effective alternative to anthropocentrism since 
it is deeply interconnected with nature.     
Throughout chapter 3.2., I discuss how techno-somatic discreteness can also 
restrain computer music.  Two ways in which techno-somatic discreteness manifests are 
through “button pushing” and the “checking e-mail” effect.  I then state that höömii 
requires physical strength to sing and the tsol is part of a ritual that includes the devekh 
dance.  These are inherently physical modes of performance.  Implementing techniques 
and philosophies from these practices into one’s computer music is one way to overcome 
techno-somatic discreteness.   
Chapter 4 details how I apply techniques and philosophies from höömii and tsols.  
Primarily, my application involves taking the spectral, sinusoidal, and gestural data from 
the performance of höömii, tsols, and the devekh dance, and using that data as a means of 
constructing the composition as well as driving the computer’s interactive sound.  This 
approach makes the performer a more powerful being mentally and physically by 
enhancing the native sound qualities of the performance and by accessing the strength of 
nature provided by höömii. 
I have drawn one other conclusion from this entire process: social interaction with 
the culture one is engaged with is essential to projects where one is a cultural guest.  It is 
not enough to study a culture from afar and write about it without investing oneself.  It is 
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important to learn the language (as best as possible), get involved with local communities 
connected to that culture, and form good friendships with people of that culture.  Doing 
this helps naturally cultivate a level of respect in the guest because any misrepresentation 
might have an adverse personal impact on that guest.  Immersing oneself within another 
culture means one has something at stake when speaking about it publically.   
When I perform strong.mng I do not just think about “my” music and research, I 
think about being invited to wrestle at a Mongolian celebration in Indiana and laughing 
with my new friends when I got thrown in the mud.  I think about my friend Ganbaatar’s 
dream to come to the United States and how much I relate to it because my dream is to go 
to Mongolia.  I think about my Mongolian language teacher Tserenchunt cooking 
traditional Mongolian food for our class on my birthday.  There is something at stake for 
me when I write about and musically engage Mongolian culture.  That something at stake 
inspires stronger performances than I could deliver as an outsider with only a cursory 
interest.  
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